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Abstract 

 

The rapid development of the Internet in recent years has led to a vast increase in the 

numbers of Web services, which challenges the process of clustering and users’ capability to 

find their favorite services quickly and accurately. Clustering Web services based on their 

functional features to different domains have started to play a major role in several service 

management tasks such as efficient Web service discovery and recommendations. In this 

thesis, we present solutions for Web services clustering and recommendations. 

In this thesis, first we present a Web service clustering approach that uses novel ontology 

learning and a similarity calculation method based on the specificity of an ontology in a 

domain with respect to information theory. Instead of using traditional methods, we generate 

the ontology using a novel method that considers the specificity and similarity of terms. The 

specificity of a term describes the amount of domain-specific information contained in that 

term. Although general terms contain little domain-specific information, specific terms may 

contain much more domain-related information. The generated ontology is used in the 

similarity calculations. New logic-based filters are introduced for the similarity-calculation 

procedure. If similarity calculations using the specified filters fail, then Information-Retrieval 

(IR)-based methods are applied to the similarity calculations. Finally, an agglomerative 

clustering algorithm, based on the calculated similarity values, is used for the clustering.  

As a second step we propose a recommendation approach. Among the service 

recommendation algorithms, Collaborative Filtering (CF) gives credence to user inputs by 

comparing user’s correlations.  Although the CF technique is one of the most successful 

recommendation system technologies, it suffers from data sparsity and cold-start problems, 

which make the incomplete and inadequate information to analyze a user predicament on Web 

services. This thesis proposes a CF-based recommendation approach that first alleviates the 

sparsity problem using a proposed ontology-based clustering. This clustering approach can 

easily and effectively increase the data density of the user-service dataset by assuming blank 

user preferences according to the history of user-favored domain(s). Then, we propose a trust-

based user rating prediction by determining the trust value between users by calculating the 

correlation of users. Finally, recommendation was based on these predictions. 

We achieved highly efficient and accurate results with this clustering approach than other 

existing clustering approaches.  And the experimental results of recommendation approach 

indicate that the proposed approach can effectively alleviate the data sparsity and cold-start 

problems with lower prediction error with the best recommendation performance. 
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Chapter 1  Introduction 

       Web services are reusable software components that allow users to conduct 

various tasks such as it provides a method for discover, communicating and execute 

transactions between clients all over the world online with minimal human 

interaction. As an important innovation in service computing, more and more Web 

services are developed and published to the Internet. And also most of the business 

organizations interesting and adaptability is growing towards the Web services. 

Hence, the number of Web services published on the Web is rapidly increasing day by 

day. 

However, as the number of services developed by different service providers 

grows rapidly, it is essential to have efficient discovery, selection, and 

recommendation for Web service complex business processes.  As seeking for 

efficient web service discovery is the main challenge for researchers, research in 

cluster analysis and recommendation of web services has recently gained much 

attention. 

In the era of service-oriented software engineering, service clustering is used to 

organize Web services, and it can help to enhance the efficiency and accuracy of 

service discovery and recommendation. Clustering will enable to group Web services 

by their similarity and reduces search space. Adequate methods, tools, technologies 

for clustering the Web services have been developed. Web services can be clustered 

using functional properties such as input, output, precondition, and effect [1], 

nonfunctional properties such as cost, reliability and response time [2] or social 

properties such as sociability [3]. Most of the current researches mainly focus on 

functionally based clustering. In this research, clustered the Web services considering 

functional clustering. 

       When we consider about the Web service clustering, Web service similarity 

computation is a key part of clustering for differentiating cluster groups based on 

similarity values. Several methods have been used to compute the Web service 

similarity in functionally based clustering approaches. But, there are several problems 

encountered in these approaches and Table 1.1 provides the summary of issues that 

affect the clustering approaches in existing clustering approaches.  
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Table 1.1  Summary of issues in current clustering approaches 

 

     These problems may lead to low recall and low precision in Web service 

clustering. We proposed an ontology-based clustering approach that based on the 

specificity and similarity of terms and it could successfully overcome from most of 

the existing problems. 

      In order to improve the Web service utilization efficiency, service 

recommendation techniques are proposed to assist users to find the satisfactory 

services. We continue our approach until the recommendation by taking the advantage 

of the proposed clustering approach. 

Current approaches  Problem for clustering performance  

IR-based methods (ex., 

Cosine similarity) 

− Usually focus on plain text, whereas Web services 

contain much more complex structures, often with 

very little textual description.  

− Lack of up-to-date knowledge  

− Failed to identify synonyms or variations of terms  

IR-based methods (ex., 

WordNet) 

− Fixed, lack of up-to-date knowledge 

 

One-to-one and Structure 

Matching 

− Lack of up-to-date knowledge  

− Failed to identify synonyms or variations of terms  

− Consider terms only at the syntactic level 

Ontology-Based  (OB) 

method 

− Shortage of high quality ontology (defining high-

quality ontologies is a major challenge)  

−  Didn’t get the advantage of the domain specificity of  

terms 

−  Lack of up-to-date knowledge  

Search-Engine-Based 

(SEB) (ex.,  Normalized 

Google Distance (NGD)) 

− Do not encode fine grained information. Only uses 

page-counts of words and ignores the context in which 

the words appear. 
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      Based on how recommendations are made the recommender systems are classified 

into the three categories, content-based, Collabarative Filtering (CF) and hybrid 

approaches [4]. Content-based systems [5] recommend an item to a user based on the 

item’s descriptions and a profile of the user’s interests. Here consider the user’s taste 

and behavior and compares the items that are already positively rated by the user with 

the items negatively rated or didn’t rate. CF [6] is based on the other users in a 

community that share same appreciations. It recommended items that people with 

similar tastes and preferences liked in the past. Hybrid approach [7] is combine 

content-based and collaborative methods. 

     In our approach we used CF methods for the recommendation. CF can be generally 

categorized into two classes: memory-based and model-based. Memory-based CF 

algorithms, specially neighborhood-based algorithms [8] compute the similarity 

between two users or items, and a weighted aggregate of their ratings is use to 

produces a prediction for the user. There are three types of neighborhood-based 

algorithms such as user-based, item-based and hybrid. In user-based approach ratings 

provided by similar users to a target user and item-based approach depends on the 

most similar items to target item. Hybrid approach is work with combining both user-

based, item-based approaches. Model-based [9] techniques such as bayesian 

networks, Singular Value Decomposition (SVD), and Probabilistic Latent Semantic 

Analysis (PLSA) based on correlations between either users or items and it present 

using matrix factorization and it characterizes both items and users by vectors of 

factors inferred from item rating patterns. Our approach is user-based neighborhood 

methods CF algorithms, that ratings measured by similar users to a target user and it 

used to make recommendations. We calculate the similarity between users as a trust 

weight and assign new ratings based on the user similarities. Figure 1.1 shows the 

summary of the proposed clusering and recommendation both approaches. 
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Figure 1.1 Summary of the proposed approach 

 

1.1 Improving Web Service Clustering by Specificity-Aware 

Ontology Generation 

 

     Web services are self-contained, self-describing, modular applications that enable 

users to conduct various tasks online with minimal human interaction [10]. The rapid 

evolution of Web services has brought problems, with a variety of providers 

producing many different Web services for customers. In particular, selecting optimal 

Web services according to their functional or nonfunctional properties to satisfy user 

needs has become a challenging and time-consuming task. Therefore, effective Web-

service discovery and recommendation tools are now being used to help identify 

groups of similar services. Clustering similar services by considering their 

characteristics has become a hot topic in both industry and research. 

     Web service clustering is used to generate service groups within a large-scale 

group by considering similar characteristics and functionalities [11,12]. Existing 

clustering approaches can be classified in terms of the properties used in the 

clustering process and include functionally-based [1], nonfunctionally-based [2] and 

social-criteria-based [3] clustering. Here, we propose a new clustering approach based 

on functional properties, which is the most popular research approach. Our approach 

is based on extracting the service name, operation name, port name, input message 
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and output message features expressed in Web Services Description Language 

(WSDL) [13]. 

     Existing clustering approaches use several methods to compute Web service 

similarity based on functional properties. These have included IR methods such as 

cosine similarity [14,15], SEB methods [16] and Keyword Match [11]. In addition, 

ontology-based methods such as the Hybrid Term Similarity (HTS) method [17,18] 

used an existing ontology or used their own method to generate the ontology. The 

CAS method [19] used Support Vector Machines (SVMs) in its similarity 

calculations. Existing approaches have provided encouraging results, but they still 

suffer from several drawbacks. 

     IR-based methods are inadequate for the fine-grained measuring of semantic 

similarity between services because of the loss of the machine-interpretable 

semantics. Furthermore, their calculations are best suited to plain text, with the 

complex structures and ambiguous words of Web services preventing fine-grained 

improvements. Existing approaches have also failed because of using obsolete 

knowledge in identifying the latest relationships and words in a corpus. The HTS 

method generates an ontology without considering domain-specific information, 

which plays a key role when classifying information than general terms. The CAS 

method ignores some term relationships when calculating similarities. 

    We propose a new clustering approach based on a novel ontology-generation 

method that uses text-mining techniques. It calculates the similarity between services 

by using newly proposed logic filters, with clustering being achieved via an 

agglomerative clustering algorithm, based on the cluster centroid method [17], which 

compares calculated similarity values. This approach helps to overcome the various 

problems associated with existing approaches. 

     Some existing clustering approaches [17, 18] use an ontology-based clustering 

method that generates ontology based on the characteristics of general terms. 

However, domain-specific information is a significant factor in ontology generation 

and helps to improve the performance of the clustering process. Specific terms have 

the ability to supply more domain-specific information than do general terms. We 

propose a novel ontology-generation method using two types of specific information, 

namely self-information and context-information. Self-information measures the 

specificity based on the modifiers in a compound term, which have the ability to 

describe the domain characteristics included in a term. Context-information can cover 
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areas not addressed by self-information via the composition of multiword terms. It 

can be measured based on the entropy of the probabilistic distribution of modifiers for 

the term [20]. For the similarity calculations, we introduce new machine filters by 

comparing generated ontology relationships. If similarity calculations using these 

filters fail, we use IR-based methods such as thesaurus-based term similarity and SEB 

methods. Finally, clustering is performed using an agglomerative clustering algorithm 

based on the calculated similarity values. 

      Our new approach helps to address the issues associated with previous approaches 

by improving the clustering performance. Experimental results indicate that our novel 

ontology-generation-based clustering approach is effective. 

 

1.2 Improving Web Service Recommendation by 

Specificity-Aware Ontology Generation 

 

     Web services are software modules that provide interoperable communication over 

the Internet [21]. With the rapidly increasing number of Web services on the Internet, 

target users face the growing challenge of selecting preferred Web services. There is 

thus an urgent need for Web service recommendations that help users discover 

services effectively and efficiently. 

 Among the three types of recommender systems, recently the CF technique (such 

as memory-based CF, model-based CF, and hybrid CF) [22]-[24] has become the most 

widely used method for service recommendation by improving the profits of service 

providers. The proposed approach is a memory-based CF algorithm such as the user-

based neighborhood method, in which user ratings are measured by similar users to a 

target user and are then used to make recommendations. 

     However, some major problems limit the usefulness of CF; these include data 

sparsity and cold-start problems, system scalability, synonymy, and shilling attack, all 

of which need to be addressed. In this approach, we address the data sparsity [25, 26] 

and cold-start [27, 28] problems. These problems occur due to insufficient prior 

transactions and available feedback data that make it difficult to identify similar users 

(neighbors). 

     Many attempts have been made to alleviate the sparsity and cold-start problems. 

Transitive association-based methods [29–31], clustering-based methods [32, 33], 
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which reduce the dimensionality using Latent Semantic Indexing (LSI) [34], binary 

preference-based methods [35], and correlation and cosine-based techniques [36] give 

good performance for recommendations while reducing sparsity. In our proposed 

approach, we address these issues of recommender systems by applying a clustering-

based method that successfully and effectively decreases the data sparsity of the user 

rating dataset. It does this by assuming the nonrated data based on the previously 

preferred clustering groups of users and services. 

     In clustering-based methods, applying clustering results to Web services with high 

precision is affected by the performance of sparsity reduction. Although several 

clustering methods are available, instead of using a simple algorithm, we used a 

specificity-based novel ontology generation method as a clustering approach to 

identify the service cluster groups [37–39] and decrease the data sparsity based on 

clustering results. 

      Existing approaches used general terms for their approches. However, general 

terms contain little domain-related information, which is inadequate for fulfilling the 

domain information when generating the ontology hierarchy. In our approach, we 

successfully dealt with this problem and generated ontology by taking advantage of 

specific terms rather than using general terms. This helps to produce efficient and 

accurate cluster results. 

       The amount of domain-specific information included in the term is identified as a 

specificity of the term [37]. We consider two types of information: self-information 

and context-information when generating the ontology. Self-information describes the 

internal structure of terms considering a set of modifiers of the term. Context-

information helps cover the issues that cannot be covered by the term modifier 

structure. After generating the ontology, the similarity calculation is performed based 

on the generated ontology hierarchy relationships and Information Retrieval (IR) 

methods. Finally, clustering is performed using an agglomerative clustering algorithm 

based on the calculated similarity values. Of note, this clustering result shows higher 

performance than existing approaches and it is used to identify the service domains 

and successfully alleviate the sparsity problem in the user-service dataset.  

      After applying the clustering method, a new low-sparsity matrix is used for further 

calculation. Pearson’s Correlation Coefficient (PCC) is used to calculate the similarity 

between user u and user v. The Calculated similarity value is assigned as a trust 

weight value between the two users. Then the new rating prediction is based on the 
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new low-sparsity matrix and calculated trust weight values. Finally, top services are 

recommended to the users based on the predicted ratings. 

      We conducted comparative experiments on the user-service dataset using well-

known statistical accuracy metrics, Mean Absolute Error (MAE) and Root Mean 

Square Error (RMSE), on several parameters to generate ontology and other sparsity 

reduction methods. Significant improvement in recommendation performance is 

shown by giving the lowest error rate on MAE and RMSE compared with existing 

service recommendation mechanisms. 

 

1.3 Summary of the  Original Contributions 

 

     We proposed two reserach approaches by introducing specificity-aware ontology 

generation method. Main original contributions for Web service clustering and 

recommendation to increase the performance have been made in the work as follows. 

1. Specificity-aware ontology generation method has been proposed to 

calculate the Web service similarity to improve the accuracy of Web service 

clustering. 

2. Proposed novel clustering apprach is used to ovecome the sparsity and cold-

start problem by alleviaing  the saprsity of web service-user ratings. Then  

recommendation method has been proposed to recommmend Web services to users 

based on their domain preference. 

 

1.4  Thesis Organization 

 

     The thesis mainly consists of five parts as shown in Figure 1.2. 

 

Section 1: Background and Related Work  

In the chapter 2, the background and related work of the study will be presented. First, we 

give an explanation of Web service, ontology learning, similarity calculation, clustering 

and recommendation. Then, we discuss the work related to ontology learning, similarity 

calculation and Web service clustering. Next, we focus on term specificity, existing CF 

and challenges of user-based CF algorithms such as the sparsity problem and the cold-

start problem. 
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Figure 1.2 Thesis organization 

 

Section 2: Specificity-Aware Ontology Generation for Improving Web Service 

Clustering 

In chapter 3, first discuss about the of specificity-aware ontology generation. Then 

explain about the proposed clustering approach based on ontology generation. 

 

Section 3: Improving Service Recommendation by Alleviating the Sparsity with a 

Novel Ontology-based Clustering 

In chapter 4, first, discuss the sparsity alleviating using novel specificity-aware ontology 

generation. Then explain about the proposed recommendation approach using the updated 

user-service matrix. 

 

Section 4: Experiments and Evaluations 

In chapter 5, experiments and evaluations of our proposed clustering approach and 

recommendation approach are presented. Experimental results show that our proposed 

specificity-aware ontology generation approach can improve the Web service clustering 

and recommendation by addressing the issue of previous approaches.  

 

Section 5: Conclusion and Future Works 

In chapter 6, the thesis is concluded and the future works are presented. 
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Chapter 2  Background and Related 

Work 

      In this chapter, first we present overview of the Web services. Then, we describe 

ontology learning, similarity calculation, Web service clustering, recommendation and 

give the brief description of existing approaches.  

 

2.1. Overview of the Web Services 

 

     A Web service is a set of related application functions that can be programmatically 

invoked over the Internet. It allows buyers and selers all over the world to discover 

each other, connect dynamically and execute transactions in real time with minimal 

human interaction. 

A Web Service is can be defined by following ways: 

− is a client server application or application component for communication. 

− method of communication between two devices over network. 

− is a software system for interoperable machine to machine communication. 

− is a collection of standards or protocols for exchanging information between 

two devices or application. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.1 Web service 
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      As you can see in the Figure 2.1, Java, .net or PHP applications can communicate 

with other applications through web service over the network. For example, Java 

application can interact with Java, .Net and PHP applications. So web service is a 

language independent way of communication. 

     Web service describes a collection of operations that are network accessible 

through standardized eXtensible Markup Language (XML) messaging. XML is used 

to encode all communications to a Web service. For an example, a client invokes a 

Web service by sending an XML message, and then he waits for a corresponding 

XML response. Because all communication is in XML, Web services are not tied to 

any one operating system or programming language and hides the implementation 

details of the service.  

     A Web service is described using a standard, formal XML notion, called its service 

description. The WSDL is an XML-based interface definition language that is used for 

describing the functionality offered by a web service. WSDL document describes all 

the details necessary to interact with the service, including message formats, transport 

protocols and location. Web services fulfill a specific task or a set of tasks. Web 

services share business logic, data and processes through a programmatic interface, 

represent an important way for businesses to communicate with each other and with 

clients. They can be used alone or with other Web services to carry out a complex 

aggregation or a business transaction as we discussed in introduction part. The 

concept of Web services has therefore become a widely applied paradigm in research 

and industry. 

 

2.1.1. WSDL structure 

 

     There are many industrial and academic standards for Web service descriptions, 

including WSDL [13], OWL-S [40] and Web service modeling ontology [41]. WSDL 

is an XML-based language used to describe the services a business offers and to 

provide a way for individuals and other businesses to access those services 

electronically. WSDL represents the most fundamental form for standard-of-service 

APIs.  

      We use the structure of WSDL to cluster services and we translate material 

retrieved in other formats into WSDL. Figure 2.2 represents the part of WSDL file of 

cheapcar_price_service. 
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 Figure 2.2 Structure of WSDL file  

 

     WSDL file provides definitions grouped into the following sections:  

 

• <definitions>: The root element of a WSDL document. The attributes of this element 

specify the name of the WSDL document, the document’s target namespace and the 

shorthand definitions for the namespaces referenced in the WSDL document.  

• <types>: The XML Schema definitions for the data units that form the building 

blocks of the messages used by a service.  

• <messages>: The section that contains the description of the messages exchanged 

during invocation of a service operation.  

• <portType>: The most important WSDL element. It defines a Web service, the 

operations that can be performed and the messages that are involved.  

• <binding>: The section that defines the message format and communication protocol 

details for each port. It links the port type to a transport method.  

• <service>: The section that defines port elements that specify where requests should 

be sent.  
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In the past few years there are numerous researches has been done in the field of 

Web services. Ontology learning, similarity calculation, Web service clustering, , and 

recommendation are four related research topics with this new approach. 

 

2.2. Ontology Learning 

 

     Ontology is a formal naming and definition of the types, properties, and 

interrelationships of the entities that really or fundamentally exist for a 

particular domain. There is, however, no general agreement on which requirements 

the formal representation needs to satisfy in order to be appropriately be called an 

ontology. Depending on the particular point of view, ontologies can be simple 

dictionaries, taxonomies, thesauri, or richly axiomatized top-level formalisations. 

Ontology learning is a subtask of information extraction. Figure 2.3 shows the 

ontology example. 

 

Figure 2.3 Ontology example 

 

2.3. Calculating Web Service Similarity 

 

     Cosine similarity [42] is used to calculate the similarity of features. It measures the 

similarity between two sentences or documents. But, for a complex Web terms it 

makes difficult. To discover related Web services [16], clustered services using the 

four types of features based on the tree-traversing ant algorithm. They similarity 

computed using the NGD. However, NGD is not to consider the context of the terms 

occurs. 
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     Based on the Web service semantics and clustering research work [44] presented a 

Web service discovery approach. They computed similarity values of Web services 

using WordNet and ontologies. In [43], used similarity computation methods such as 

Web-Jaccard, Web-Dice, Web Overlap and Web-PMI as a Web based measuring 

methods. In [14], researches used cosine similarity as IR based methods to similarity 

calculation of features. IR techniques like cosine similarity mainly focus on plaintext, 

for more complex terms in Web services it is very problematic. 

Eg:  

get_traffic_information, get_car_information, get_book_information 

• get_traffic_information, get_car_information – similarity is high 

• get_traffic_information, get_book_information – similarity is low 

 

2.4. Web Service Clustering 

 

     Service clustering, which can greatly reduce the search space of service discovery, is 

an efficient approach to increasing the discovery performance. The idea is to organize 

semantically similar services into one group. As we mentioned in introduction section, 

service clustering can be categorized as functionally-based, non-functionally-based and 

social criteri-based clustering. Figure 2.4 shows the clustering example. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.4 Clustering example 
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2.4.1. Functionally-based Web service clustering 

 

     Functional based clustering approaches use functional attributes of Web services 

such as service name, operation name, port name, input and output message in 

clustering process.  Liu et al. [16] used tree-traversing ant algorithm to cluster the 

services and in similarity calculating of Web service features, they used the corpus-

based method based on Normalized Google Distance (NGD). They extracted four 

features for their clustering approach namely host name, context, content and name 

from WSDL documents. Sometimes different services published by the same host. 

Because of this, considering context and the host name do not make better way to the 

clustering services. Elgazzar et al. [11] used Quality-threshold clustering algorithm 

for clustering and extracted features as messages, complex data types and ports with 

content and service names. For a similarity calculation, they used KM technique and 

structure matching; it helps to decide the number of similar matches between Web 

services. They only consider the pair wise matches and did not consider semantic 

patterns of complex data types. 

     Chen et al. [14] proposed WordNet-VSM model to calculate the feature similarity 

by generating vectors of service name, operation and message. They used 

unsupervised neural networks based on a kernel cosine-similarity measure instead of 

using traditional clustering algorithms. 

     Research work [44] presented WordNet-based similarity calculation approach to 

measure the similarity between service name and text description and similarity 

calculation method using an input and output parameters based on domain ontology. 

OWL-S files are used to extract the semantic information and service similarity 

calculates through it. Kmedoids is used as the clustering algorithm. In [45], 

association rule is used to identify relationships between clustering parameters using 

Web application description language documents. They proposed combination method 

to empower RESTful semantic Web services using a learning ontology and Web 

application description language. In [46], researches proposed post-filtering method to 

increase the performance of clusters. It used CAS based approach and rearranging the 

incorrect Web services. In [47], proposed a machine learning method to understand 

the service space through number of latent functional factors and Bayesian 

Nonparametric Latent Factor Model (BN-LFM) for clustering and service 
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representation. 

 

2.4.2. Non functionally-based Web service clustering 

 

     There are only limited research works related with the Non functional-based and 

social criteria-based clustering. In Non functional-based clustering approaches, Web 

services’ attribute is used for clustering process namely Quality of Service (QoS). In 

[48], researches proposed Web service clustering based on QoS properties with 

genetic algorithm to improve the efficiency of service discovery. According to 

research work [2], the service selection algorithm also plays a significant role. They 

proposed a new algorithm, called QSSAC, for the solution as a service selection 

problem. It used for the service clustering and it can cluster a large number of Web 

services into an identified small groups using their different QoS properties. 

Algorithm is capable to covenant the near-optimal Web service selection procedure 

and reduce the execution time. Research work [49], QASSA used to resolves QoS-

aware services using clustering techniques such as K-Means algorithm. They did 

service clustering in a novel way according to QOS values. Chen Wu et al. [50] 

proposed new credibility-aware QoS prediction approach with two-phase K-means 

clustering for improve the prediction accuracy through decreasing the unreliable data. 

 

2.4.3. Social criteria-based Web service clustering 

 

     Research works [3] and [51] proposed social criteria based clustering method and 

service composition approach respectively. As social properties they considered 

sociability preference in generating the global social service network. They proposed 

it by connecting isolated service islands to increase the sociability on a global scale of 

services. It is help to improve the discovery and composition. However, in this new 

approach, only consider the functionally based clustering. 

 

2.5. Web Service Recommendation 

 

     Recently, recommendation systems are attracting a lot of attention since it helps 

users to deal with information overloading on the Web, recommendation algorithms 

have been used to recommend books and CDs at Amazon.com, movies at Netflix.com 
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and lot of other things. With the exponential growth of Internet in recent years, Web 

service recommendation is also become a significat task. 

 

2.5.1. CF recommender systems 

  

     “Recommend items that similar users liked.” CF recommender systems are basic 

forms of recommendation engines. In this type of recommendation engine, filtering 

items from a large set of alternatives is done collaboratively by users' preferences. 

     The basic assumption in a CF recommender system is that if two users shared the 

same interests as each other in the past, they will also have similar tastes in the future. 

If, for example, user A and user B have similar movie preferences, and user A recently 

watched Titanic, which user B has not yet seen, then the idea is to recommend this 

unseen new movie to user B. The movie recommendations on Netflix are one good 

example of this type of recommender system.  

     Figure 2.5 shows the collaborative Filtering types and Figure 2.6 shows the CF 

recommendation example. 

Figure 2.5 Collaborative Filtering types 

 

2.5.2. Content-based recommender systems 

 

“Recommend items that are similar to those the user liked in the past.” Content-based  

recommendation  systems  analyze  item  descriptions  to  identify  items  that  are  of  

particular  interest  to  the  user. Content-based recommendation systems may be used 

in a variety of domains ranging from recommending web pages, news articles, 

restaurants, television programs, and items for sale. 
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Figure 2.6 CF recommendation example 

 

2.6. Related Work 

 

     With the exponential growth of Web applications in recent years, various 

approaches have been proposed for Web-service clustering, discovery and 

recommendation. In this section, we describe several representative works related to 

ontology learning, similarity calculation, Web-service clustering, term specificity, CF, 

and challenges of user-based CF algorithms. 

 

2.6.1.  Ontology learning 

 

     Previous ontology-based HTS clustering approaches [17,18] extract relevant 

features from WSDL documents, namely service name, domain name, operation 

name, input message and output message. An ontology is then generated via the 

hidden semantic patterns of the extracted features. This is achieved by splitting 

complex terms into individual words before generating the ontology. An ontology 

hierarchy is generated through two types of relations, namely concept hierarchy 

(Subclass–Superclass) and triples (Subject–Predicate–Object). Similarity calculation 

and clustering are achieved by comparing generated ontology relationships. 

     Fang et al. [52] proposed an agility-oriented and fuzziness-embedded cloud-

service ontology model, which adopted agility-centric design. The model enabled 
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comprehensive service specification by capturing cloud concept details and their 

interactions. Utilizing the model as a knowledge base, a service-recommendation 

system prototype was developed. In Xie et al. [53], a domain-ontology hierarchy was 

defined to describe the conceptual semantic information. They used a weighted 

domain-ontology method to calculate functional similarity using input and output 

parameters. A domain ontology was developed using semantic dictionaries and 

existing ontologies from the Internet. Xia and Yoshida [54] proposed Web-service 

recommendation via an ontology-based similarity measure. By proposing a similarity 

assessment model, they visualized a Web-service recommendation framework. 

However, this method could not capture the real semantics existing among Web 

services, and therefore did not address search-space issues. 

2.6.2. Similarity calculation 

     Kumara et al. [17] used ontology-based similarity calculations that involved 

proposed filter values to identify the ontology relationships. By assigning different 

weights to the filters, they calculated similarity via edge-count-based similarity 

calculations. Banage et al. [19] proposed new similarity calculations using machine-

learning methods such as SVMs. Their method generated feature vectors through 

extracted terms from Google and Wikipedia. Similarity calculations involved 

converting the SVM output into posterior probabilities. Our previous approach [18] 

proposed a new similarity calculation method that combined an ontology-based 

method [17] and an SVM-based method [19] that gave more-efficient results. 

     Shi et al. [55] acquired the semantic similarity between Web-application-program 

interfaces and mash-ups by proposing an enhanced cosine-similarity calculation 

method, where a penalty term for the dissimilarity of two vectors was introduced. Lei 

et al. [56] proposed both a Web-service similarity-measurement method and a 

recommendation method based on ontology and IR techniques. Their method 

calculated similarities and classified services according to their topics, functionality 

and semantics. Chen et al. [14] proposed an unsupervised self-organizing-map neural 

network algorithm, again based on a kernel cosine-similarity measure, for clustering 

Web services automatically. Paik et al. [43] used the Web-based measuring methods 

Web-PMI, Web-Dice, Web-Jaccard and Web-Overlap for similarity computation. 

Latent terms hidden in the Web document could be provided via a similarity 
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calculation measure using a search engine, thereby giving more flexibility to finding 

similar terms to terms in a query. 

 

2.6.3. Web service clustering 

 

     In previous studies [17,18], an agglomerative clustering algorithm has been used in 

the cluster-center identification approach to clustering the Web services. This is a 

bottom-up hierarchical clustering method and starts by assigning each service to its 

own cluster. The CAS method uses a spatial clustering technique called the associated 

keyword space, which was effective for noisy data [19]. It projected the clustering 

results for a three-Dimensional (3D) sphere onto a two-Dimensional (2D) spherical 

surface for 2D visualization. 

     Zhou et al. [57] used unsupervised clustering with K-means clustering on attrition 

rates to determine an appropriate segmentation and number of segments. The 

clustering method starts by choosing appropriate attributes. Final clustering results are 

converted into a score for a recommendation. Mabrouk et al. [49] investigated 

clustering techniques that used a K-means algorithm based on a QoS-Aware Service 

Selection Algorithm (QASSA). It grouped service candidates associated with an 

activity into several clusters according to their QoS values. QASSA defines service 

selection under global QoS requirements as a set-based bi-level optimization problem, 

representing a mathematical model for the problem. Liu and Wong [16] proposed an 

integrated feature-mining and automatic-clustering approach dedicated to Web-service 

clustering. A tree-traversing ant algorithm [58] was used for clustering Web services 

by introducing a new semantic-relatedness measure based on a combination of four 

types of extracted features. 

2.6.4. Term specificity 

     Term specificity has not been discussed in recent work. Caraballo et al. [59] used a 

large text corpus and proposed a method for determining the relative specificity of 

nouns, i.e., some nouns are more specific than others. The approach calculated the 

specificity of general nouns using the distribution of modifiers. It was based on the 

assumption that general nouns are usually modified, whereas specific nouns are rarely 

modified. Aizawa [60] measured term specificity through information-theoretic 
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methods based on the pairwise mutual information of terms. Ryu et al. [61] used 

specificity-measuring methods for terms based on information theory, such as 

measures that use the compositional and contextual information of terms. 

2.6.5. CF 

     CF [29] leverages the experiences of similar users in the system to predict the 

target users’ personalized preferences and make recommendations. It only requires 

past user ratings to predict the remaining unknown ratings; then, items can be 

recommended to users according to the predictions [62, 63]. Many CF approaches 

have been developed in industrial and academic fields in both memory-based and 

model-based categories. Memory-based methods simply recall the rating matrix and 

make recommendations based on the correlation between the users and items. Model-

based methods build a model that can predict the user’s ratings using a given rating 

matrix and then make recommendations based on the fitted model. 

     In [64], presented a mashup service recommendation approach by integrating the 

implicit API correlations regularization into the matrix factorization model. When 

determining the future invocation of APIs by a target mashup, they considered both 

the content features of APIs and the historical invocation relations between APIs and 

mashups are essential. Yu et al. [65] proposed an item-based CF method that explores 

the latent bundling relationships between products and integrates the semantics of 

bundling sets with building sequential patterns to model user-item behaviors. Adeniyi 

et al. [66] applied memory-based methods such as the k-nearest neighbor 

classification method to measure the user–item similarity through the entire user–item 

matrix and thereby make recommendations. Zuo et al. [9] proposed the use of a 

model-based method, such as a neural network-based method, to extract the in-depth 

features from tag space layer by layer. Based on those extracted abstract features, the 

user’s profile was then updated and recommendations were made. Engelbert et al. 

[67] outlined a recommendation method based on a Bayesian model; their proposed 

system adapted the method for use in the application area of television and analyzed 

the user’s behavior to present new content choices. 
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2.6.6. Challenges of user-based CF algorithms 

 

     Figure 2.7 explained the way of selecting a proposed clustering approach for the 

new recommendation process. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.7 Selecting a sparsity alleviating method 

 

2.6.6.1. The sparsity problem 

 

     A major issue that limits the performance of CF is the sparsity problem, which 

occurs due to the lack of previous user-service feedback data and causes difficulties in 

identifying similarities between users’ preferences. 

     Some existing approaches have been used to alleviate the sparsity problem. Chen 

et al. [29] managed the sparsity problem successfully by using association retrieval 
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technology and proposed a new CF algorithm to improve recommendation 

performance. They examined the transitive associations based on the user’s feedback 

data. They proposed a direct similarity and an indirect similarity between users and 

computed the similarity matrix through the relative distance between the users’ rating. 

To obtain the recommendation matrix, the association retrieval approach and the 

direct similarity matrix were combined and the sparsity problem was thereby 

managed with increasing recommendation precision. Yildirim and Krishnamoorthy 

[31] proposed a novel item-oriented algorithm, the random walk recommender, which 

first infers transition probabilities between items based on their similarities, and 

models finite length random walks on the item space to compute predictions. Huang 

et al. [31] used a bipartite graph to represent the consumer-product matrix; using the 

graph, they proposed exploring the global graph structure to facilitate CF under sparse 

data. 

     In [68], improved the CF-based Web service recommendation approach by 

considering social balance theory (SBT), and put forward a novel data-sparsity 

tolerant recommendation approach. Instead of looking for similar friends of the target 

user or similar services of the target services in traditional CF-based recommendation 

approaches, they first looked for the “enemies” of the target user, and further 

determined the “possible friends” of the target user indirectly based on SBT. 

Shrivastava and Singh [32] used k-mean clustering, k-medoid clustering, and a 

combination of the harmonic mean and Euclidean distance method to solve the 

sparsity problem. They examined the sparsity problem in a movie recommendation 

system that can recommend movies to a new user as well as to others. Sarwar et al. 

[34] showed that by reducing the dimensionality of the product space, density can be 

increased and thereby more ratings can be found. Their approach successfully dealt 

with the sparsity problem and LSI [69] was used to reduce the dimensionality of the 

customer–product ratings matrix. Li et al. [35] proposed a Simplified Similarity 

Measure (SSM) for CF recommendation to handle the sparsity problem. By 

converting the value of the user-item matrix into a binary preference value (0/1), they 

found similar groups of users and proposed an SSM for speeding up the process for 

the sparsity problem. Instead of computing similarities between users, Sarwar et al. 

[36] proposed a method that used the same correlation-based and cosine-based 

techniques to compute similarities between items and results used to address both the 

scalability and sparsity problems. There is a hidden correlation among users and Web 
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services and in [70] defined such hidden correlation with an asymmetric matrix. Their 

goal was to employ such asymmetric correlation among users and Web services to 

alleviate the data sparsity problem and further enhance the prediction accuracy in Web 

service recommendation. 

     Table 2.1 shows the summary of the existing sparsity alleviating methods. 

 

Table 2.1 Summary of the existing sparsity alleviating methods 

 

2.6.6.2. The cold-start problem 

 

     It is very difficult to make a recommendation to a new user or new item if the 

profile is empty and there are no available ratings. This is the so-called cold-start 

problem, which decreases the effectiveness of a recommendation. Wei et al. [26] 

proposed a hybrid recommendation model to address the cold-start problem. Their 

model explores the item content features learned from a deep learning neural network 

and applies them to the time SVD++ CF model. In [71], a novel inverse CF approach 

is introduced to help alleviate the cold-start problem in Web service recommendation. 

They first looked for the target user’s enemy, and then determine the target user’s 

“possible friends” based on SBT (e.g., “enemy’s enemy is a friend” rule). Afterwards, 

Current approaches  Description 

Association retrieval 

method 

Explored the transitive associations based on the user’s 

feedback data using association retrieval technology. 

Binary preference-based 

method 

By converting the value of user-item matrix into binary 

preference value found the similar group of users and propose 

a method for sparsity problem. 

Correlation-based and 

cosine-based techniques 

Instead of computing similarities between users, the method 

proposed using the same correlation-based and cosine-based 

techniques to compute similarities between items and result 

used to addressed sparsity problem. 

Clustering-based methods Reduce the sparsity by applying the clustering result. 
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“the Web services preferred by “possible friends” of target user” or “the Web services 

disliked by enemies of target user” are recommended to the target user, so as to 

alleviate the cold-start problem. 

     Ye and Wang [27] proposed a new method to solve the cold-start problem by using 

worker performance in different types of human intelligence tasks published by 

different requesters. They also proposed a method to differentiate homogeneous 

workers, a new similarity to improve the accuracy of predictions, and a novel trust 

subnetwork extraction approach to tackle the data sparsity and cold-start problems. 

Barjasteh et al. [72] proposed an algorithmic framework based on matrix factorization 

that exploits similarity information about users and items to manage the cold-start 

problem. The proposed method successfully decoupled the completion of unobserved 

ratings and transduction of knowledge and used that result for the computation. 
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Chapter 3  Specificity-Aware Ontology 

Generation for Improving Web Service 

Clustering 
 

3.1. Motivation for New Clustering Approach 

 

3.1.1. Motivation for Selecting a Ontology-based Clustering 

Approach 

 

     Accurate similarity calculation is the main point for achieving better clustering 

results. There are some existing approaches to similarity calculation. But, as described 

in Table 1.1  existing clustering approaches still suffer from several drawbacks. 

     Figure 3.1 explained the motivation to a new approach with the existing 

approaches problems. Here HTS [17] shows better results than the existing methods, 

but they also didn’t consider the domain specificity of information when generating 

the ontology. 

     Ontology generation is showing better results than other similarity calculation 

methods. As shown in the following example ontology-based methods can identify the 

similarity between terms more accurately.      

 

Eg: 

 

 

 

 

 

Using other similarity calculation methods, 

Library – University_Library  0.5/0.6 

 

Using ontology generation-based methods, 

Library – University_Library  0.8/0.9 
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     In this example, Library and University_Library should have a high similarity 

value like 0.8/0.9 based on the super-sub like term relationship. It proves that 

ontology-based similarity calculation shows the more accurate results. 

 

Figure 3.1 Motivation to new approach 

 

     There have been several approaches for ontology learning/generation such as 

Formal Concept Analysis method, Lexical Syntactic method, Specificity and 

Similarity-based method, and Terms Clustering/Dividing based method. In our 

approach, we have used a combination of lexical-syntactic method, and specificity 

and similarity-based method. Because they are suitable for applying to service data. 
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3.1.2. Motivation from Comparing New Apporach with 

Previous HTS Apporach 

 

      Our proposed new approach can give better clustering results than the previous 

HTS method. Figure 3.2 shows the incorrectly clustered services in the HTS method. 

But the new approach successfully identified those services. The new approach is 

considered the specificity of terms and it compares each term using specificity 

calculations. Because of that, it can identify key terms of every term successfully and 

improve the clustering performance. 

Figure 3.2 Examples of incorrectly placed cluster groups in the HTS method 

 

     And also new approach is introduced new machine filters (Eg: Near-Descendants, 

Shared-Ancestor, Far-Descendants) for the similarity calculation. It also helps 

to identify the correct relationships between terms and improve the clustering 

performance. 

     When checking the generated ontology hierarchy as shown in Figure 3.3 and 

Figure 3.4, in the HTS method ontology nodes spread diffusely over the ontology 

hierarchy in many places. But in the new method, they have clearly separated 

automatically into hierarchies according to the domains. This hierarchy overview also 

helps to improve the clustering performance in the new method. 
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Figure 3.3 Part of a generated ontology – HTS 

 

 

Figure 3.4 Part of a generated ontology – New 
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3.1.3. Motivating Example Involving Domain Specificity 

 

3.1.3.1. Term specificity and term similarity 

 

     In this paper, we propose a novel ontology-generation method using hybrid 

information produced by combining self-information and context-information. In 

addition, a simple similarity calculation is used for the ontology generation to increase 

the accuracy of the ontology structure. Figure 3.5 shows two terms, �� and ��, in 

specificity and similarity relationships. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.5 Specificity and similarity relationship for two terms �� and �� 

 

     Research approaches in the last decade have focused on general terms in 

generating an ontology and did not take advantage of the domain-specific information 

contained in the terms. However, the specificity of a term explains the quantity of 

domain-specific information contained in the term. Specific terms contain a larger 

quantity of domain-specific information than general terms. The performance of 

similarity calculations and service clustering can be improved by focusing on the 

ontology-generating procedure and considering domain-specific information. 

     Specificity can be measured for each term as its included information quantity. 

Specificity plays a significant role in generating hierarchical relationships between 
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terms [20], and highly specific terms tend to be located at deeper levels of the 

hierarchy. That is, if ��, ��, ��,  �	 and �
 are five terms included in a hierarchy, as 

shown in Figure 3.6, the terms’ specificity can be estimated according to their level in 

the hierarchy: 

                     ������� � ������� � ������� � �����	� � �����
�                   �3.1� 

     Figure 3.6 Term specificity and term similarity differences in a hierarchy 

 

As shown in Figure 3.6, if term �� is a subclass of term �� and term �� a subclass 

of term �� in a hierarchy, then the specificity of �� is greater than that of  �� and the 

specificity of �� is greater than that of  ��. Based on this, there is a high probability 

that ��,  �� and �� have an ancestor relationship, and therefore that ��, �� and �� have a 

semantically similar relationship. However, �	 and �
 are not semantically similar to �� and �� and do not have an ancestor relationship, but, based on the hierarchy levels, 

the specificity of �	 and �
 will be greater than that of �� and ��. 
 

In this paper, we introduce a new term-specificity measuring method by 

classifying information into two categories, namely self-information and context-

information, based on the composition of component words. The final specificity 

value is measured as a combination of self-information and context-information. Most 

terms are compound terms with a set of modifiers, enabling self-information to be 

significant for representing a set of domain characteristics. Context-information helps 

to cover any shortage of self-information. 
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3.1.3.2. Self-information 

 

     Self-information includes information in compositional words and the internal 

anatomy of terms. Most domain-specific terms are compound terms, and that helps 

represent the meaning of terms. The characteristics of each component word and/or 

the internal anatomy of terms are both useful for measuring term specificity. When 

measuring self-information, modifiers play a major role in creating new terms by 

adding modifiers to existing terms. 

     Using the modifier-head structure, the specificity of the term can be calculated 

incrementally, starting from the head word. If the term contains more than one word, 

the specificity of the term is always larger than that of the head term. With this 

condition, we can assume that a more specific term has higher specificity: 

                                ��= NovelAuthor                                ��= FictionNovelAuthor                                ��= ScienceFictionNovelAuthor 

 

    Consider these three terms ��,  �� and  �� as modifier-head structures. In each term, 

Author represents the head and Novel, Fiction, and Science represent modifiers.  �� 

has one modifier,  �� has two modifiers and  �� has three modifiers. The compound 

term �� is created by adding the modifier Novel to the existing word Author. Here, 

Author is considered an ancestor of Novel. The meaning of the compound term �� can 

be predicted by using the two compounding words Novel and Author that describe 

their unique characteristics.  �� is created by adding a new modifier Fiction to the 

term  �� and  �� is created by adding a new modifier Science to the term  ��. In this 

manner, as the number of modifiers is increased, the compound term can achieve a 

more specific meaning. Therefore, multiword terms have a higher specificity value 

than single-word terms. The specificity of the terms ��, �� and  �� are ordered as 

follows:                                       �������  � �������  � �������                                 (3.2) 
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3.1.3.3. Context-information 

 

     Some information cannot be accessed by self-information derived from the 

composition of multiword terms. Some terms have the ability to describe their own 

characteristics independently without sharing common words, such as: 

                                ��= FilmInformation                                ��= MovieDetails 

 

     Consider these two terms �� and  ��, which do not share any common words. These 

new terms would have been created independently of existing terms. In this word 

format, it is ineffective to measure the specificity values using self-information 

because the compounding words of  �� and  �� are completely different from each 

other. In such cases, assessing compound words independently cannot give the correct 

information for the compound term. 

     These limitations can be overcome using context-information that represents the 

characteristics of the terms indirectly. General terms are usually modified by other 

words, but domain-specific terms are rarely modified by other words because they 

already contain sufficient information [20,59]. Using this idea, we can use the 

probabilistic distribution of modifiers as context-information to measure the 

specificity of terms [20]. 

     Based on this theory of information and basic similarity calculation, we propose a 

new method to improve the accuracy of the ontology hierarchy, Web-service 

similarity calculations and the clustering procedure. 

 

3.2. Proposed New Approach 

 

     Figure 3.7 shows clustering example using five domains. Figure 3.8 shows five 

phases of our new approach and the architecture of the proposed approach is shown 

Figure 3.9. 
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Figure 3.7 Clustering example using five domains 

 

      

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.8 The five phases of the new approach 
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Figure 3.9 Architecture of the new approach 

 

3.2.1. Feature extraction 

 

     There are many standards for Web service descriptions, including WSDL [13], 

OWL-S [40], semantic annotations for WSDL [73], XML schema [74] and Web 

service modeling ontology [41]. We used WSDL documents in extracting features that 

describe the characteristics included in the Web services. Real world Web service 

repositories and the OWL-S (http://projects.semwebcentral.org/projects/owls-tc/) test 

collection were used as the services dataset for the WSDL documents related to five 

domains, namely Vehicle, Medical, Film, Food and Book. We extracted five features 

from WSDL documents, namely service name from the WSDL documents’ main 

element <service>, operation name from <port type>, port name from <Port>, and 

input message and output message from <message>. These features help to 

differentiate the characteristics and functionalities of each Web service: 

 

Feature 1: Service name. The WSDL file contains a Web-service name extracted 

as a feature. It provides a unique name among all services using composite 

names. 
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Feature 2: Operation name. An operation is an abstract description of an action 

supported by the service and is not required to be unique. 

Feature 3: Port name. A port defines an individual endpoint by specifying a single 

address for a binding. 

Feature 4: Input message. This element in an WSDL document describes the 

names and format of the messages that are a parameter of the Web services 

sent to the Web service provider from consumers. 

Feature 5: Output message. This is similar to an input message, but sent from the 

Web service provider to consumers. 

Figure 3.10 Part of a WSDL file that shows the structure of NovelAuthorService 

 

     Figure 3.10 shows part of the WSDL file structure for NovelAuthorService. Each 

extracted term was used as an ontology node without splitting into words. For the 

specificity and similarity calculations, we split each complex term into individual 

words based on several assumptions. For example, the NovelAuthor, Novel-Author 

and Novel_Author terms would be divided into two parts, namely Novel and Author, 

based on the assumption that capitalized characters indicate the start of a new word, 

that a hyphen (-) is used to join two words and that an underscore (_) is also used to 

join two words. The Author-of-Novel term would be divided into three parts, namely 

Author, of, and Novel, then stop-word filtering would be performed to remove any 

stop words such as of. This set of words then forms the corpus to be used for the 

specificity and similarity weight calculations. 

     The specificity and similarity weights depend on the set of all domain-related 

words contained in the corpus. The accuracy of the ontology generation can be 

improved by adding more domain-related terms to the corpus. We added more 
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domain-specific terms by extracting frequently used terms in the particular domains 

related to Food, Vehicle, Medical, Book and Film domains, which are the domains we 

selected for our WSDL documents. We used the domain name as the search query and 

used Google as the search engine. We obtained 100 snippets from the search engine. 

The final word set was compiled by computing the Term Frequency-Inverse 

Document Frequency (TF-IDF) values for all terms in each domain, as expressed in 

(3.3), and selecting the set of terms with the highest TF–IDF values. 

                                             ������,� �  ���,�  X  � ! � "#��,��                                             �3.3�  
     Here, ������,� is the TF-IDF value for term i in snippet s, ���,� is the term 

frequency for term i in snippet s, #��,� is the number of snippets that contain term i 

and n is the total number of snippets. Figure 3.11 and Algorithm 3.1 show the process 

of extracting frequently used terms. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.11 Process of extracting frequently used terms 

 

     Only service-specific terms relevant to the service domain and the more 

meaningful terms would be identified using this TF-IDF calculation procedure.  

     Each term extracted from the WSDL documents and the Google search engine is 

used in the hybrid specificity calculation and as an ontology node. Five separate 

ontologies, one for each of the five feature types, were generated by considering 

domain specificity and similarity weights. 
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3.2.2. Domain-specificity weight and similarity weight calculations 

for ontology generation 

 

     According to the hybrid specificity and the similarity of terms, we calculated the 

domain-specificity weight and similarity weight, respectively. Figure 3.12 shows the 

steps of calculating domain specificity weight and similarity weight. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.12 Steps of calculating domain specificity weight and similarity weight 

Algorithm 3.1:  Extracting Frequently Used Terms 

Input I : Array of domain names 

Output O : Frequently used terms 

1: For each domain  #� in I do 

2:    S = getSnippets (#�); //get total 100 snippets from Google 

search engine 

3: end-for 

4: For each domain  #� in I do 

5:    For each snippets  �$ in S do 

6:         StopWord_filtering(S); 

7:    end-for 

8:  �#� = Calculate_term_frequency(); 

9: end-for  

10: For each domain  #� in I do 

11:     For each term  �% in  �#�  do 

12:        ��%= calculate_TF-IDF(�%); 

13:     end-for 

14: &'( = FrequentlyUsedTerms (); //select terms with highest 

TF-IDF value 

15: end-for 
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3.2.2.1. Domain-specificity weight for ontology generation 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.13 Phases of the domain-specificity weight calculation 

 

     As shown in Figure 3.13, we first calculate the self-specificity and context-

specificity using extracted features of terms from WSDL and extracted terms from the 

Google search engine. Those values are then combined to evaluate the hybrid 

specificity, based on information theory from theoretical specificity-measuring 

methods [20]. Finally, we calculate the domain-specificity weight values from the 

hybrid specificity values. 

 

 Self-specificity value 

 

     As described in Section 3.1.3.2, self-specificity is based on a set of compound 

terms. Figure 3.14 shows an example corpus with frequencies of compound terms and 

their component words found in the corpus. Each �� describes a term and )$ describes 

the individual words contained in each term. 

 "*+ � 1 "*, � 2 "*. � 3 "*/ � 1 "*0 � 1 

T �  1��,��, ��, �	, �
} 2'        Total number of terms = 8 
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Figure 3.14 Example of a service corpus 

"(345678*�53 � 4 ":6�;< � 7 ">8%�7?7 � 5 "A55B � 4 "C5D<E � 1 

A � 1)�, )�, … )GH     � 1�"� IJ)�K ",LIK�, M)NKJOJ, P  Q, 2 R�H 2S        Total number of words = 21 

 

     Here, 2' is used to describe the total number of terms in a corpus.  ��= 1��,��, … �TH 

is the set of terms found in the corpus and "*U is used to count each term separately. 

Terms consist of one or more words. The count of all words in the corpus is given by 2S. Here, )$ �  1)�,)�, … )GH, and "8V is used to count each word separately. 

     If a term �� is found in the corpus, the information quantity of the event of �� is 
observed by I(J�) and can be measured via information-theoretic methods [20]. 

Based on this, the specificity of �� is assigned as the following (3.4). 
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                                         ������� = I(J�)                                                              (3.4) 

 

     The joint probability distribution L1��,#$H is given by �� ∊ X and #$ ∊ �. We can 

assume �� for selecting a term from T and  #$ for selecting a word from A. 

Events 1��,��, … �T} and 1#�,#�, … #G} are defined by the random variables C and D. �*U  is a set of #$ that are associated with the words Y*U . The mutual information 

between �� and  #$ compares the probability of observing �� and  #$  together and 

independently, as given by (3.5). 

                                                ����, #$�  � � !  L���, #$�L����LZ #$[                                               �3.5� 

     The specificity of term �� is represented by the value I(��, �), which indicates the 

mutual information between �� and D. I(��, �) is estimated using the frequency of 

terms and words in a corpus according to the following equation (3.6). 

                                    Spec (��) ≈ I(��, �) 

                     = \ LZ��, #$[ � !  L(��, #$)
L(��)L( #$)   

]V∊^_U

 

                      = \ L(��|#$)L(#$) � ! L(��|#$)
L(��)  

]V∊^_U

 

                      ≈ \ ("8V . ��)
"*U

"*U2'  � ! ("8V . ��)
"*U

2S"8V8V∊S_U

 

                            ������(��)  ≈    12' \  (a . � ! 2S"*U . "8V
)                                   (3.6) 

8V∊S_U

 

     Extracted terms from WSDL documents contain one or two words, according to 

the normal format of WSDL. Because of this consideration, ("8V . ��), the number of 

the words in ��, is assumed to be 1. The weighting scheme for the specificity of the 

modifier represented by α is based on linguistic knowledge [20]. Adding two or three 
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words of head-modifiers enables the final specificity to be high. Because of this 

consideration and from experimental results, α=1 is selected from the range 0≤ α ≤1. 

According to the final result (3.6), "*U and "8V alone contribute to the self-specificity 

value because 2', 2S and α become fixed values. Therefore, the self-specificity 

depends on the number of compound words that contain the term, the frequency of the 

term and the frequency of each term containing its words. 

 

Context-specificity value 

 

     Context-specificity is based on the entropy of the probabilistic distribution of 

modifiers for a term [20]. 

                               c75](*U) = − e L(J #7, ��)  � ! L(J #7, ��)                     (3.7)
� f7f g

 

     Here, F is the set of modifiers of  ��. The probability that J #7  modifies �� is 
given by (J #7, ��). The relative frequency of (J #7, ��) in all ZJ #4 , ��[ pairs in a 

corpus is estimated for 1 ≤ f ≤ F. The entropy value is given by the average 

information in all (J #7 , ��) pairs. Because domain-specific terms have simple 

modifier distributions, specific terms have low entropy. Therefore, the result of (3.7) 

is converted as an inverse entropy and assigned to I(J�), as given by (3.8), giving a 

large quantity of information [20]. 

                          X "���(��) ≈  �(J�)  ≈  J)N                                                                                                           �f$fh  c75](*V) − c75](*U)                       (3.8) 

    Here, K includes all modifiers with the same head and c75](*V) is used for each 

modifier. 

Hybrid-specificity value 

     The two methods just described are powerful tools for calculating specificity 

values. Self-specificity helps to cover the component words’ characteristics, and 

context-information addresses areas that cannot be handled by self-information. 

     We therefore combine the results from (3.6) and (3.8) to form a hybrid specificity 

as given by (3.9) that takes advantage of both methods: 
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            &j���(��)  ≈  �(J�) = 1
k l 1������(��)m n (1 − k) 1X "���(��)

         (3.9) 

     

      Here, β is in the range 0≤ β ≤1 and was given the value 0.7 by experimentation. 

That is, self-specificity makes the major contribution to the final hybrid specificity 

value. This hybrid method is applied whenever both methods are applicable. Because 

of the normalization, all results for  ������(��), X "���(��) and HySpec(��) were 

between 0 and 1. 

Domain-specificity weight value for ontology generation 

     The optimal ontology structure is based on the domain-specificity weight, which is 

calculated using sibling terms. Here we used the theoretical substructure, with sibling 

terms of similar specificity being assigned a higher score. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.15 Ontology example for sibling terms 

 

     In the example of Figure 3.15, 

���(�3<p) ≈ ���(�	) and ���(�3<p) ≈ ���(��) 

     The domain-specificity weight of a substructure is calculated using (3.10), as 

follows: 

 
                qrs<;(&�) = 1 d ∑ |������� d �����3<p�|*u∊g_u

v�*uv
                                   �3.10�  

0.5 
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    Here, �*u is the number of sibling terms of the new term   �3<p and �� is the set of 

siblings in &�. ������� describes the specificity of each sibling term and �����3<p� 

describes the specificity of new term. If �*u is empty, qrs<;�&�� is directly assigned 

as 0.5 from experimentation. 

 

3.2.2.2. Term similarity weight for ontology generation 

 

     When generating the ontology, finding an optimal structure is also based on the 

similarity weight. As shown in Figure 3.16, we first calculate the similarity value 

using the simple similarity calculation method and its result is then used for the 

similarity weight calculation. 

 

 

 

Figure 3.16 Phases of similarity weight calculation 

 

Term similarity value for ontology generation 

 

     Here, we use the basic similarity calculation procedure by comparing the words 

common to two terms. 

                                     �KJ��% , �3<p� �
2   ��*x,*yz{�

v�*xv n    v  �*yz{v 
                                   �3.11�  

 

For example, 

Sim(Fiction Novel Author, Novel Author) = 0.8 

Sim(Fiction Novel Author, Author) = 0.5 

 

     Here,  ��*x,*yz{� is the number of common words of �% and �3<p. �*x and �|yz{ 

describe the number of compositional words in each term. This result is used to 

calculate the similarity weight values, as given by (3.12) below. 
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Term similarity weight value for ontology generation 

     The optimal ontology structure is selected through similarity weight, which is 

based on the parent, child and sibling terms. Here, we assume that a substructure with 

more similar terms clustered around the new term will have a higher score. We use all 

the terms connected to the new term, which are parent, child and sibling terms, as 

more-similar terms. 

      Figure 3.17 shows two substructures &� and &� with an added �3<p. Here, 

&�Z���|yz{[ ˃ &�Z���|yz{[ because &�(�3<p) contains parent, sibling and child 

nodes ��,  �	 and �
, respectively, whereas &���3<p� contains ��  and  �� (parent and 

sibling) only. Therefore, there are more similar terms clustered around &���3<p� and &�Z���|yz{[ is therefore higher than &�Z���|yz{[. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.17 Ontology example for similar terms clustered around a new term 

 

     The similarity weight value is calculated by using the results from (3.11) to 

produce (3.12): 

                                       qr�7�&�� � ∑  |�KJ��% , �3<p�|*x∊h

|�| d 1
                                        �3.12� 

 

     Here, � is the total number of parent, sibling and child terms. �% is the set of all 

terms, with �% ∊ �. 
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3.2.3. Ontology generation 

 

     An ontology is a formal specification of a shared conceptualization of a domain of 

interest. Ontology learning is a subtask of information extraction. 

     Here, each extracted term from the WSDL documents becomes a node in the 

ontology hierarchy. The ontology-generating procedure considers each term’s 

relations in the ontology and depends on the calculated specificity weight (3.10) and 

similarity weight (3.12). This is a top-down approach that builds the hierarchy by 

starting from the top root node and adding other nodes one by one to the current 

hierarchy, as shown in the example of Figure 3.18. We cannot guarantee the exact 

order for incorporating new nodes. In principle, it can be any node in the current 

ontology structure. 

Figure 3.18 Example of the steps in ontology generation 

 

     Figure 3.19 outlines the flow of incremental taxonomy construction, which 

involves three elements, namely subsumption information, contextual information and 

optimal structure selection: 

• Subsumption information (see Figure 3.5) 

− Similarity: conceptual overlapping 

− Specificity: domain-specific information in terms 

• Contextual information 

− Similarity weight: semantically similar terms close together in the taxonomy 

− Specificity weight: sibling terms have similar specificity levels 
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Figure 3.19 Flow of incremental taxonomy construction 

 

      Incremental insertion of a new term �3<p into the taxonomy is achieved by the 

following steps: 

Step 1. The calculated hybrid specificity values are arranged in ascending order and 

the first three values are selected as the first three nodes for starting the ontology 

generation procedure. 

Step 2. The terms are then added to the ontology hierarchy in ascending order. Target 

substructures for a �3<p  to be combined as a new term, as shown in Figure 3.20, 

are selected based on the hybrid specificity values of the new node and the 

existing nodes of the ontology. We select target nodes that satisfy �����3<p� d0.3 < �����%) �  �����3<p� n 0.3, where �% is an existing node of the 

ontology. 
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Figure 3.20 Target area of the existing ontology 

 

Step 3. With this set of target nodes, we can identify a set of candidate substructures, 

as shown in Figure 3.21. 

Figure 3.21 Candidate target-area substructures for the example of Figure 3.20 

Step 4. The optimal substructure is found by calculating the specificity weight (3.10) 

and similarity weight (3.12) for each candidate substructure associated with the �3<p and finding the maximum  q4�38E�&�� by combining them: 

                                                    &� � arg  J)N                                                                                       �U∊��

q�&�|&' , �3<p�                                 �3.13� 

    The optimal structure &� is selected by comparing all &S candidate substructures 

and finding the maximum weight value. Equation (3.14) gives the final calculation by 

which we  select the optimal ontology structure that has the highest  q4�38E�&�� value. 
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                            q4�38E�&�� � ɤ. qrs<;�&�� n  �1 d ɤ�. qr�7�&��                        (3.14) 

     Here, ɤ  was assigned as 0.4 through experimentation. This procedure iterates until 

the ontology hierarchy is complete, with all terms added in the prepared order. 

     Figure 3.22 shows a screenshot of part of a generated ontology that contains terms 

from the vehicle and book domains. They are separated automatically into hierarchies 

according to the domains. Algorithm 3.2 describes the ontology-generation procedure. 

Figure 3.22 Screenshot of part of a generated ontology 

Algorithm 3.2:  Ontology Generation 

 Input �� =: Array of WSDL extracted terms 

 Input �� =: Array of Google search engine extracted terms 

 Output �� : Ontology 

1: For �� and �� do 

2:     I = Array of (��+ ��) ascending order; //create an array using all terms 

according to the hybrid specificity 

3: end-for 

4:  �� = Select 1
st
 three nodes from I; 

5: Start ontology �� with  ��; 

6: For ontology �� do 
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3.2.4. Service-similarity calculation in an ontology 

     Similarity calculation is achieved by comparing generated ontology term 

relationships by calculation. 

Service similarity calculation steps: 

Step 1. To measure the similarity of two Web services, we first take the relevant 

extracted features from the two WSDL files. 

Step 2. We then match these two terms via the generated ontology without splitting 

the words. 

Step 3. There are two possibilities: they can be identical or they can differ. If two 

terms match exactly, we assign the term to the extract filter (see below) and give it 

the highest similarity value, i.e., 1. If there is no exact match in the ontology, we 

define a procedure for similarity calculation involving six different filters, 

weighted toward different relationships. If we find that the two extracted terms in 

our generated ontology satisfy one of our defined filters, then a similarity 

calculation is performed using the appropriate equation. 

Step 4. If the two extracted terms do not satisfy any of the defined filters, then we use 

an IR-based method to calculate the similarity. 

 

7: For each remaining term �3<p in I do 

8:      if (Spec(�3<p)–0.3 < Spec(existing nodes of ontology (�3)) < Spec(�3<p)+0.3) 

9:             select target nodes as �3; //target area nodes will be selected 

10:      end 

11:      For each �3 in  �� do 

12:           add �3<p             &� � candidate substructures; // set of candidate substructures will 

be generated 

13:             qrs<;�&�� = Calculate domain-specificity weight; 

14:             qr�7�&�� = Calculate similarity weight; 

15:             q4�38E�&��= Find final maximum weight; 

16:            �� =  Substructure of maximum weight (from  q4�38E�&��); //select optimal 

substructure 

17:      end-for 

18: end-for 

19: end-for 
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3.2.4.1. Ontology-based similarity calculation 

 

     We now describe the machine filters we used in the similarity calculations. Three 

of the filters were used in previous research work [17,18] and there are four new 

filters in our proposed approach. The seven machine filters are called extract, siblings, 

parent–child, near-descendants, shared-ancestor, far-descendants and fail. They are 

used to compute the degree of semantic similarity for a pair of services. 

      Figure 3.23 shows an example ontology that contains nine terms describing nine 

WSDL files for one feature among five features such as service name, operation 

name, etc. The functions of the seven filters, together with examples from Figure 

3.23. are: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.23 Example ontology hierarchy 

Filter 1: Exact. If term �� and term �$   are the same and represent the same 

feature, then the services exactly match. 

Example: �� � )�)� and �� � )�)� 

 

Filter 2: Siblings. Term �� and term �$  plug into term �s  with �� ∊ 

DirectChildren(�s) and �$  ∊ DirectChildren(�s). 

Example: �� � )�)� and �� � )�)� 

 

Filter 3: Parent–Child. Term �� plugs into term �$   with �� ∊ DirectChildren(t�). 
Example: �� = )�)� and �� = )� 
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Filter 4: Near-Descendants. Term �; plugs into term �� and term �$ plugs into 

term �; with �; ∊ DirectChildren(t�) and  �$ ∊ DirectChildren(t�). 

Example: �� = )�)� and �� = )
)	)�)� 

 

Filter 5: Shared-Ancestor. Term �� and term �$  plug into a child term of term ��  
with �� ∊ Ancestor(��) and �� ∊ Ancestor(�$). 

Example: �	 � )	)�)� and �
 � )	)�)� 

 

Filter 6: Far-Descendants. Term �� and term �$ have a far-descendants 

relationship with �$ ∊ FarAncestor(��). 
Example: �� � )� and �� � )
)	)�)� 

 

Filter 7: Fail. If none of the other filters generates a match, then there is a fail. 

 

     To investigate the strength of the defined filters, we conducted experiments and 

assigned weight values for each filter in the following order, based on the strength in 

logic-based matching: Exact > Siblings > Parent–Child > Near-Descendants > 

Shared-Ancestor > Far-Descendants > Fail. 

     If the filter is an exact match, then the similarity is assigned the highest value of 1. 

The remaining filters and their weight assignments are listed in Table 3.1. 

 

Table 3.1  Assigned matching filters and weights 

 

 

 

 

 

 

      

     If the matching filter is a one of Siblings, Parent–Child, Near-Descendants, 

Shared-Ancestor or Far-Descendants, then we use equations (3.15) and (3.16) below 

with the relevant weight values to calculate the similarity: 

 

Matching filter Weight �� �� 

Extract Similarity = 1 

Siblings 0.9 0.1 

Parent–Child 0.8 0.2 

Near-Descendants 0.78 0.22 

Shared-Ancestor 0.65 0.35 

Far-Descendants 0.62 0.38 

Fail Used IR-based methods 
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                               ��3*5���, ��) = −� ! #(��, ��)
2�                                                          �3.15) 

     This calculation is an edge-count-based method. Here, #(��, ��) describes the 

shortest distance between the two terms �� and ��, and � describes the maximum 

depth of the generated ontology. 

                                          �KJg���, ��) = q� n q� ��3*5���, ��)                              (3.16) 

      Here, ��3*5(��, ��) is assigned using the results from (3.15) and q� and q� are 

assigned according to the relevant filter values in Table 3.1. For normalization 

purposes in the similarity values, we select values that satisfy q� n q�=1. Further, 

the final similarity value is between 0 and 1. 

3.2.4.2. IR-based similarity calculation 

     If the two selected terms do not match any of the above five relationships or 

exhibit exact matching, then we calculate similarity using IR-based methods such as 

thesaurus-based term similarity or SEB term similarity, as described below. 

Thesaurus-based term similarity 

      Our thesaurus-based term similarity calculation uses WordNet as the knowledge 

base. It helps to cover any failed ontology relationships by providing a large lexical 

database for expressing distinct concepts and synonym rings that are interlinked by 

means of conceptual-semantic and lexical relations [75]. This method can be 

considered as a knowledge-rich similarity-measuring technique, which requires a 

semantic network or a semantically tagged corpus. 

SEB term similarity 

     Some terms used in Web services may not be included in a thesaurus. For example, 

“IphoneInformation” and “SamsungInformation” are absent from WordNet. 

Furthermore, some latent semantics of terms fail to be identified by WordNet, such as 

“Apple” and “Computer.” SEB term similarity is used to cover new technological and 

Internet-related data that are omitted from WordNet. We use three algorithms, namely 

Web-Jaccard (3.17), Web-Dice (3.18) and Web-PMI (3.19) for the calculations [76]. 
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      Here, H(��) and H(��) are page counts for the queries �� and ��, respectively. &���⋂��� is the conjunction query �� and ��. All the coefficients are set to zero if &���⋂��� is less than a threshold, c, because two terms may appear by accident on the 

same page. N is the number of documents indexed by the search engine.  

     Algorithm 3.3 shows the similarity calculation procedure using both ontology-

based and IR-based methods. 

 

Algorithm 3.3: Similarity Calculation 

Input I: Array of ontology-contained terms 

Output �: Array of similarity values 

1: For each term in I do 

2:     Take term ��; 

3:     For each term in I do 

4:        Take term ��; 

5:        Compare with ontology defined filters; 

6:        If (filter is available) 

7:           Calculate by equations; 

8:        End 

9:           Calculate by IR-based methods; 

10:     end-for    

11: end-for    
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3.2.5. Web-service clustering 

3.2.5.1.  Feature integration 

 

     Generating the ontology and calculating the similarities is performed separately for 

each extracted feature such as service name, operation name, port name, input 

message and output message. We then integrate the five similarity values for the five 

different features, with clustering being achieved according to the integrated similarity 

values. The similarity values were integrated as follows (3.20): 

�KJK�)IK�jg�38E���, ��) =
q8 �gZ�")J*+, �")J*,[ n q� �gZ�")J*+ , �")J*,[ n
q; �gZL")J*+, L")J*,[ n  q]  �gZ�"J�!*+ , �"J�!*,[ n
q< �gZ�O�J�!*+ , �O�J�!*,[                                                                                               �3.20)  

     The final similarity value �KJK�)IK�jg�38E(��, ��) integrates the individual 

similarity values in terms of weights q8 , q� , q; , q]  and W� (each in the range 0–1) 

[20]. 

3.2.5.2.  Clustering 

 

     We used an agglomerative clustering algorithm based on the cluster-center method 

using TF-IDF values for Web-service clustering [17]. This is a bottom-up hierarchical 

clustering method. It starts by assigning every Web service to its own cluster and 

continues, using the TF–IDF values of the service names, until the number of clusters 

reduces to 5. To merge clusters, a cluster-center identification approach is used [17, 

77]. Finally, the services are grouped into five different clusters, namely Food, Book, 

Medical, Film and Vehicle. Algorithm 3.4 describes the method used in our clustering 

approach. 
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Algorithm 3.4: Clustering Algorithm 

Input ��: Array of calculated Web-service similarity 

values 

Input ��: Number of required clusters 

Output �: Five domain clusters 

1: Let each service be a cluster; 

2: ComputeProximityMatrix(C); 

3: N=Number of services; 

4: while N != �� do 

5:         Merge two closest clusters; 

6:         N=getNumberOfCurrentClusters(); 

7:         Calculate center value of all services in all 

clusters; 

8:         Select service with highest value of each 

cluster as 

        cluster centers; 

9:         UpdateProximityMatrix(); 

10: end-while    
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Chapter 4  Improving Web Service 

Recommendation by Alleviating the 

Sparsity with a Novel Ontology-based 

Clustering 
 

4.1. Motivation for Sparsity Reduction 

4.1.1. Problem identification 

     In CF systems, users and services are typically represented by user ratings or 

purchase history. When the numbers of services increase, the number of selection 

possibilities increases. For example, if users have rated only a few services among the 

total number of available services in a dataset or if services have been rated by only a 

few of the total available users in the dataset, then the sparsity problem occurs. The 

cold-start problem occurs with new users or new items that enter into the system. If 

there is a new user without a rating on any items, or a new item with no rating from 

any users, then there is no information for the prediction. CF requires a large number 

of available ratings; thus, with a sparse rating matrix, it is challenging to identify the 

relationship between users and services and thereby make an effective 

recommendation. 

     Figure 4.1 shows a simple Web service-user rating graph of a social network 

consisting of seven Web service users u = {O�, O�, . . . . O�} and eight Web services s = 

{��, ��, . . . . ��}. In this example, O� invokes only three Web services, O� and O
 

invoke only two Web services, O�, O	, and O� invoke just one service among eight 

Web services, and O�  invokes no Web service. 

Figure 4.1 Example of a Web service-user rating graph 
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     As shown in Figure 4.1, even if users are very active, they may invoke only a few 

Web services among the available web services. In practice, when the numbers of 

users and Web services become large, the number of invoking ratings becomes 

limited. In addition, as the number of users or services keeps growing, the data matrix 

becomes sparse and does not have enough ratings to make accurate and reliable 

predictions in the recommendation algorithm. 

 

     Example of the sparsity problem:  

Figure 4.2 Example of the sparsity problem 

     Let O� be the active user, and we need to determine whether �� should be 

recommended to O�. To do this, the neighborhood-based (trust-based) CF algorithm 

first finds neighbor(s) of O� by calculating a similarity (trust weight) value. In this 

example, similar neighbors will be user(s) who invoked �� previously. However, in 

Figure 4.2,  �� is only previously invoked by O�, and there is no common previously 

invoked experience between O� and O�. This situation occurs because of sparsity 

limitations. 

 

     Example of the cold-start problem:  

Figure 4.3 Example of the cold-start problem 
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     In Figure 4.3, Web services �	 and �� are not invoked by any users and O� does not 

invoke any Web service. As there is no information available about these items, if we 

attempt to make recommendations related to �	, ��, and O�, then it becomes difficult 

without an existing history between users and Web services. This situation occurs 

because of cold-start limitations. 

     In our approach, the main task is to add missing rating values in the user-service 

matrix using a new clustering approach and reduced sparsity. By increasing the user 

interaction between service items, we can compare more invocations between users 

and improve the recommendation performance. 

 

4.1.2. Choosing a better clustering method 

 

    Web service clustering is used to create single databases within a large-scale 

database based on their characteristics, aggregating them according to their 

similarities. To alleviate sparsity, choosing a better clustering method is the main 

means of gaining improved performance in the recommendation result. A review of 

several existing Web service clustering approaches indicates that they use different 

methods for similarity calculation and clustering. Based on clustering performance, 

we mainly consider three approaches.  

     (i) The HTS method [17] uses an ontology learning method for the clustering. The 

HTS method identifies hidden semantic patterns such as subclass–superclass, data 

property, and object property relationships from complex terms in Web services 

description language (WSDL) documents to generate the ontology. After generating 

the ontology, similarity is calculated using the generated ontology relationships. If this 

fails, IR-based methods are used for the similarity calculation. Finally, the 

agglomerative clustering algorithm is used for the clustering. 

      (ii) The CAS method [19] uses a machine learning-based method for the 

clustering. It uses a support vector machine (SVM) in its similarity calculation. SVMs 

are trained to produce a model for computing the similarity of services (SoS) for 

different domains. A spherical associated keyword space (SASKS) algorithm [78] is 

applied to visualize the service clusters. It projects the clustering results for a three-

dimensional (3D) sphere onto a two-dimensional (2D) spherical surface for 2D 

visualization.      
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      (iii) In addition, our previously proposed clustering approach [79] uses the novel 

specificity-aware ontology generating method for the similarity calculation and the 

agglomerative clustering algorithm for the clustering. 

      We chose these approaches for the comparison because they use interesting 

clustering methods rather than a simple clustering method; moreover, they have 

shown better clustering performance, and also use the same Web service dataset that 

we used. 

     These methods [17], [19] are based on the formal concepts and super-subrelations 

of general terms and do not consider the specificity of the terms. However, the 

specificity of a term explains the quantity of domain-specific information contained in 

the term, which is essential in generating a more efficient detailed hierarchy. Our 

proposed clustering approach [79] takes advantage of this domain specificity and we 

selected the method to alleviate sparsity by evaluation with the high performance of 

the clustering results as well as the recommendation. 

     As an example of the better clustering performance of our approach, Figure 4.4 

shows the clustering results with a comparison of the HTS and CAS methods. Each 

method uses five clustering groups, Vehicle, Medical, Film, Food, and Book for 

clustering. Figure 4.4 shows cluster groups with some Web service clustering 

examples with incorrectly placed clusters. The novel specificity-based clustering 

method was able to identify the real ontological concept very well by differentiating 

Book, Food, Vehicle, Car, Hospital, and Medical as key terms that failed to be 

identified in the previous methods and thus showed better clustering performance. 

Figure 4.4 Examples of incorrectly placed cluster groups in the HTS and CAS 

methods 
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4.2. Overview of the Proposed Recommendation Approach 

 

     The architecture of the proposed approach is shown in Figure 4.5. It contains five 

steps, namely collect user-service rating data, alleviate sparsity by the ontology-based 

clustering approach, calculate the trust weight between users, user’s rating prediction, 

and service recommendation. 

 Figure 4.5 Architecture of the proposed method for recommending web services 

 

 

     As shown in Figure 4.5, first we collect the user-service rating data after the user 

invokes available Web services. Following the next steps shown in the Figure 4.5, we 

fill the nonrated values using the clustering results and continue until the 

recommendation. 

 

4.2.1. Collect user-service rating data 

 

     The user-service rating graph (u � s) shows each user’s (u) ratings (I?�) for each 

Web service (s). As shown in (4.1), the ratings indicate whether user u had invoked 

service s in the past or not and their level of preference, which ranges from 1 to 5 

where 5 is the highest possible rating. If user u did not previously invoke the Web 

service s, then  I?� � 0. 
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                                r, r = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 if user u rated service s,                               (4.1) 

                                 0, otherwise 

 

4.2.2. Alleviate sparsity by the ontology-based clustering approach 

4.2.2.1. Proposed ontology-based clustering approach 

     Here, we apply our proposed ontology-based clustering approach. With comparing 

the previous clustering approaches we selected this for a sparsity alleviating with the 

best performance. 

4.2.2.2. Sparsity alleviation 

 Figure 4.6 Sparsity alleviation example 

 

     Figure 4.6. shows sparsity alleviation example using clustering results. The user-

service matrix explains each user’s invoking history on Web services with their 

preference in the range 1 to 5. When we consider a larger user-service matrix with a 

high number of users and services, it contains more 0 values with a high sparsity 

level. Figure 4.7 shows the user-service matrix for eight users and twenty Web 

services. The steps for alleviating the sparsity are as follows. 

     Step 1: We identify each user’s preferred cluster group(s) according to the history 

of each user’s ratings. The new ontology-based clustering approach outputs the five 

clustering groups (Food, Book, Medical, Film, and Vehicle) related to different 

domains of Web services. First, we obtain the addition (A) of ratings for each of the 

five separate identified service cluster groups and using a threshold value we decide 

on the highest A group(s) as the user’s preferred cluster group(s). We continue this 

process for every user. The one limitation of existing approaches is that they do not 

consider the situation when a user prefers more than one cluster domain and assumes 

that each user belongs to a single cluster. However, we deal with this situation by 

     I?� 
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giving a threshold value to consider the rating information. 

 

Figure 4.7 Alleviating the sparsity of the user-service rating matrix using a clustering 

process 

  

Eg:   

Figure 4.7 (b) shows the addition (A) of ratings for each of the five separate service 

cluster groups for each user. Here, A=8 is used as a threshold value, and as shown in 

Figure 4.7 (b), the highest A group(s) are selected as the user’s preferred cluster 

group(s). According to the addition values A, O
 preferred two service cluster groups 

(Food and Vehicle) and users O� (Food), O�(Book),  O�(Book), O	(Medical),  O�(Film),  O�(Medical), and O�(Medical) preferred only one cluster group. 

     Step 2: If user u contains nonrated data (set as 0) inside their most preferred 

cluster(s), we fill it using a Gaussian distribution random number generator. This 

process continues for all users by filling the 0 values and the updated user-service 

matrix is used for further calculations. 
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Eg:   

As shown in Figure 4.7 (b), O�’s preferred cluster group is Food. Then, 0 values of O�  
under the Food cluster group are filled using the GRNG (r) as shown in Figure 4.7 

(c). This process continues for all users. 

      It shows how the sparsity is successfully alleviated by random number r after 

applying this clustering process. 

4.2.3. Calculation of the similarity between users 

     Similarity calculation is based on the history of ratings of users who have similar 

preferences for Web services. Existing recommendation approaches use different 

ways to calculate the similarity, in particular PCC and cosine-based methods, which 

depend on the user ratings of items that both users have rated. We assign the similarity 

as a trust weight and use PCC for the calculation since it can be easily implemented 

and can achieve high accuracy. A trust-based system analyzes not only user group 

similarity but also the social relationships between users. 

 

            �KJZ O� ,  O$[ � e ZI OK,� − I O�����[ �I O�,� − I O�������∈r
�e ZI ?U,� − I ?�����[ ��∈r �e �I ?V,� − I ? ����� ��∈r

                    �4.2) 

 

     Here, S=  � ?U⋂ � ?V is the subset of Web service items that both users  O� and  O$  have invoked previously. In addition, I ?U,�  and I ?V,�  denote the rating values of 

Web service s invoked by service user O�, and Web service s invoked by service 

user O$, respectively. I ?����� and I ? ���� represent the average rating values of different Web 

services observed by service users O� and O$ , respectively. According to this 

measurement, the final trust weight value of two service users is in the range [–1, 1], 

where a larger trust weight value indicates that service users i and j are more similar. 

In addition, if  S = null, this means that we cannot measure the similarity between two 

users due to the lack of history of information between them. In this situation, we 

assumed that they don’t have common invocations means their trust value becomes 

low and  �KJZ O�,  O$[ � 0. 
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     We improve the calculated similarity value by applying the significance weighting 

calculation [80], which helps to overestimate the similarities of service users who are 

actually not similar but happen to have similar rating experience of Web services. The 

calculation helps to reduce the number of similar users who do not otherwise share 

much similarity. 

 

                           �KJZ O� ,  O$[¡ � 2 � |q ?U⋂q ?V| |q ?U| n  |q ?V|  �KJZ O� ,  O$[                                   �4.3) 

      |q ?U⋂q ?V| indicates the number of Web services that are invoked by both users  O� and  O$ . |q ?U| and  |q ?V| are the number of Web services invoked by users O� and  O$, respectively. The new similarity value �KJZ O� ,  O$[¡
 is also in the range [–1, 1]. 

As the number of common invoked services  |q ?U⋂q ?V| increases, the final 

similarity also becomes high. Similar users for each user are identified and the final 

similarity  �KJZ O� ,  O$[¡
 is assigned as a trust value between those users. This weight 

should be related to the trust from user  O�  toward user  O$. 

 

4.2.4. User’s rating prediction 

 

     Then, each user’s rating is predicted based on the updated user-service rating 

matrix and the calculated trust weight value from the previous step. This approach 

creates the trust network between users and makes predictions based on the user 

ratings that are directly or indirectly trusted by the user seeking a recommendation 

[81]. 

     To recommend service s to user u, the first task is to find similar users who rated 

the same service s. If we want to compute a prediction �L ?U,�) for user  O�  on target 

service s and if we discover that user  O$ rated the same service s and users  O� and  O$ 

trusted each other, then we can aggregate their ratings for the calculation with 

confidence. Equation (4.4) is used for the prediction calculation: 
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                   �L ?U,�)  � I ?����� n e  q ?U, ?V  �I ?V,� − I ? �����  ?V∈¢e  q ?U, ?V   ?V∈¢
                                       �4.4) 

     where q ?U, ?V is the trust value (�KJZ O�,  O$[¡
) between users  O�  and  O$  calculated 

by equation (4.3), which describes the effect of user O$  on user O�.  I ?£���� and I ?¤���� are the 

average ratings of users  O�  and O$, respectively. 

 

4.2.5. Service recommendation 

 

     All the rating values of the user-service matrix are predicted using equation (4.4); 

finally, the top s services are recommended to the users based on the predicted ratings. 

The overall process of service recommendation is described in algorithm 4.1. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Algorithm 4.1: Web Service Recommendation 

Input  S: Web Service dataset 

           U: User’s dataset 

           R: User-service invokes data 

           C: Web service clustering results 

Output O: Recommendation results 

1:  For each user U do 

2: 

 

3: 

4: 

5: 

6: 

  X�=Calculate summation of ratings data (I?�) in R separately 

for each   C cluster group; //for each user separately for five domain 

clusters 

  M=Maximum cluster(s) X�; 
    For M do       ¥¡=Update nonrated services in M using Gaussian 

distribution; 

    end-for 

7: end-for 

8: 

9: 

For each user U do 

  T=calculate trust rate between each user; 

10: end-for 

11: For each user, invoke data (I?�) in  ¥¡ do 

12:   P=New predicted ratings using T and updated  ¥¡; 
13: end-for 

14: O=Do recommendations using P; //select top P 
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Chapter 5  Experiments and 

Evaluations 

 

5.1 Experiments and Evaluations on Web Service 

Clustering Process 

 

5.1.1. Comparison of clustering approach 

 

Table 5.1  presents the comparison of clustering approaches. Here, we consider 

the term similarity calculation approach that use in current clustering approaches and 

proposed clustering approach. 

 

Table 5.1 Comparison of clustering approaches 

Feature  

  

 Proposed 

Approach 

String-based  

(KM, Cosine 

similarity, 

etc.) 

Knowledg

e-based  

(Ontology, 

WordNet)  

Corpus-

based  

(Web-

PMI, 

NGD, 

etc.)  

HTS  CAS  Based on  

specificity-

aware 

ontology  

Domain specific 

context is used  

No  No  No  No  Yes  Yes  

Use up-to-date 

knowledge from 

the Web data  

No  No  Yes  No  Yes  Yes 

Consideration for 

different type of 

relationship among 

Web services 

No No No Yes No Yes 

Need assistance No  Yes  No  No  No  No  
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      According to the experiment results, we can show that our new approach 

addressed the issues of current clustering approaches. We summarized those issues in 

Table 1.1. 

 

5.1.2 Experiments and evaluations 

 

      The experimental platform used Microsoft Windows 10 on a PC with an Intel 

Core i7-6500 at 2.59 GHz and 8.00 GB of RAM. Java was used for programming the 

ontology generation and the service-clustering procedure. The generated ontology was 

displayed visually by using JTree. In each experiment, we used a set of extracted 

features from 400 WSDL files. 

     Performance evaluation of the clustering results involved precision, recall, F-

measure, purity and entropy in a comparison to previous approaches. (Note that the 

“entropy” measure here is totally different from that defined in equation (3.7).) 

from domain 

expertise  

Use domain 

knowledge  

No  Yes  Yes  Yes  Yes  Yes  

Identification of 

real semantic exist 

between services 

under particular 

domain  

(Multi-domain 

nature)  

 

Nil  Low  Medium  Medium  High  Medium 

Encode fined 

grained 

information  

No  No  No  Yes  Yes  Yes  

Use unnecessary 

information  

No  No  Yes  No  No  No  
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      Precision is used to measure result relevancy and recall is used to quantify the 

numbers of properly related results being returned. F-measure is a combination of 

precision and recall. These three criteria can be expressed as equations (5.1), (5.2) and 

(5.3): 

                                                  LI�K�K "�N, j) = 2%¦2¦                                                      �5.1) 

 

                                                    ¥�)���N, j) = 2%¦2%                                                           �5.2) 

 

                                  ��N, j) = 2 ×  LI�K�K "�N, j)  ×  ¥�)���N, j)
LI�K�K "(N, j) n  ¥�)���N, j)                       �5.3) 

 

     Here, 2%¦ is the number of members of class x in cluster y, 2¦ is the number of 

members in cluster y and 2% is the number of members in class x. The F-measure of 

cluster x with respect to class y is defined in (5.3). 

      The proportion of properly classified classes per cluster is measured by purity: 

 

                                                        LOIK�j � 12 \ J)N{2 �K}
B

�¨�
                                      �5.4) 

 

     Here, N is the total number of services, k is the number of clusters and 2 $� is the 

numbers of services in cluster i belonging to domain class j. 

      The distribution of semantic classes within each cluster is measured by entropy. A 

lower entropy means better clustering. The entropy of a cluster is defined as: 

 

                                           c�X� � d 1� ! © \ " �s"s
ª

�¨�
 � ! " �s"s                                          �5.5) 

 

     Here, L is the number of domain classes in the data set, " �s is the number of 

services of the q
th

 domain class that was assigned to the p
th

 cluster and "s is the 

number of services in cluster p. The entropy of the entire cluster is defined as: 
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                                                  c"�I �j � e "s2  c�X�ª
s¨�                                                   �5.6� 

 

5.1.2.1. Evaluation of domain-specificity weight and similarity weight 

calculations 

Figure 5.1 Evaluation of domain-specificity weight and similarity weight calculations 

 

     First, to show the impact of purity and entropy for the self-specificity calculation 

in equation (3.6), we varied the value of ∝ from 0.8 to 1.2. Figure 5.1(a) shows that 

optimal purity and entropy values occur when ∝=1. 
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     Next, we measured the purity and entropy values while changing the β parameter 

in the hybrid specificity calculation (see equation (3.9)). It gives optimal results for 

purity and entropy when β=0.7 within the range 0.5 to 0.9, as shown in Figure 5.1(b). 

We can note that self-specificity makes a higher contribution to the final hybrid 

specificity value than does context-specificity. 

     The domain-specificity weight of a substructure, as calculated in equation (3.10), is 

dependent on the number of sibling terms of the new term   �3<p. If �3<p has no 

sibling terms, then we assign a fixed value of 0.5 for the domain-specificity weight. It 

was found by experimentation with values from 0.4 to 0.7 that 0.5 gives optimal 

results for purity and entropy. Figure 5.1(c) shows the results for purity and entropy as 

the assigned value varies. 

     Figure 5.1(d) shows variations in the parameter ɤ for the final calculation (see 

equation (3.14)) of the domain-specificity weight and similarity weight combination 

that we used to select the optimal ontology structure with the highest weight value. 

We assigned ɤ =0.4 from the range 0.3 to 0.7, given the high contribution from 

similarity weight. 

     Figure 5.1(e) shows the variation in the total number of words (2S) and the total 

number of terms (2') as the number of services varies from 100 to 400. Equation 

(3.6) uses these values in the calculation of self-specificity. The total numbers of 

words and terms both increased as the number of services increased. Note that the rate 

of increase for words is greater than the rate of increase for terms as the number of 

Web services increases. 

 

5.1.2.2. Evaluation of ontology generation 

 

     Here, we measure the extent to which ontology learning helps to improve 

similarity calculations and clustering by generating the ontology in a more readable 

manner. We experimented with several factors as we sought improvements in 

ontology generation. 

     When adding a new term to a partially generated ontology, we first need to select a 

suitable target area of nodes. Expanding the target area will provide opportunities for 

more nodes to be tested and will indicate the most suitable nodes for adding the new 

term. Figure 5.2(a) shows the different results for precision, recall and F-measure for 
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two different target areas in an existing ontology. Target area-1 ranged from  �����3<p� – 0.1 to �����3<p� + 0.1 and Target area-2 ranged from  �����3<p� – 

0.3 to �����3<p� + 0.3. Expanding the target area will also increase the computation 

time for the program. We chose to use a target area in the existing ontology that 

ranged from  �����3<p� – 0.3 to �����3<p� + 0.3 because this would help to 

improve the performance with respect to clustering results. 

     In addition, we found that we could improve the ontology performance by adding 

more domain-specific terms to it. Adding frequently used terms extracted from the 

Google search engine resulted in better precision, recall and F-measure values. Figure 

5.2(b) shows the change in average precision, recall and F-measure values before and 

after adding Web-based data. 

 

 

Figure 5.2 Evaluation of ontology generation 

 

     Figure 5.3 shows the differences in the ontology hierarchy before and after adding 

the data from the Google search engine. In this figure, (a), (c) and (e) show the status 

before adding the Web-based data, with (b), (d) and (f) showing the status afterwards. 

The second version has an improved arrangement of domain-specific data because of 
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Figure 5.3 Differences in the ontology hierarchy before and after adding Web-based 

data 

 

the new Web-based words “drug,” “novel” and “auto” in these three areas, 

respectively. 

     Next, we compared the number of nodes in our new ontology with a previous 

HTS-based ontology [17]. (We checked the ontologies without adding the Web-based 

data in our method.) As shown in Figure 5.2(c), the previous method contains more 

ontology nodes, which means that complex terms were more likely to be divided into 

individual terms in generating their ontology. Because we generate our ontology 

directly using the original terms, the new method will contain fewer nodes.  

     A comparison of the ontologies generated by the previous HTS approach and by 

the new approach is given in Table 5.2, for various ontology criteria, characteristics 

and parameters. 

 

5.1.2.3. Evaluation of similarity calculations 

 

     We evaluated the assignment of different weight values for q� and q� in the 

similarity-calculation equation (3.16), as shown in Table 5.3. 

     We chose the Weight 2 option from this table for q� and q�  because the 

similarity-calculation results for the seven matching filters were better than for other 

values. 
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Table 5.2 Comparison of ontologies for the previous HTS approach and for the new 

approach 

 

Criteria Evaluation 

Previous HTS approach New approach 

Correctness of 

class hierarchy 

-  Same domain classes are attached 

to the ontology in groups. However, 

they are spread diffusely over the 

ontology hierarchy in many places, 

with each of the many domain groups 

containing few nodes. 

- Each level of ontology classes contains 

more classes of similar specificity values. 

Traversing the ontology hierarchy from top 

to bottom, the specificity increases level by 

level. 

- Same domain classes are attached to the 

ontology in groups. Most of the nodes for a 

domain are attached together in one group. 

Graph shape Ontology graph is balanced with a 

number of ontology levels and a 

number of child classes. 

Ontology graph is balanced with a number 

of ontology levels and a number of child 

classes. 

Node 

characteristics 

More non-child classes at the top. Child classes are diffused equally over the 

ontology. 

Graph characteristics 

Number of 

classes 

Many classes, because component 

words also become nodes in the 

ontology.  

Number of nodes is the same as for the 

original nodes. Therefore, the graph is 

uncluttered, with few nodes. 

Number of 

edges 

Edges are spread diffusely across the 

classes. 

Edges are spread diffusely across the 

classes. 

Total weight of                            

specificity 

 More terms of similar specificity exist at the 

same level of the ontology. Total weight of 

specificity in the ontology is balanced 

across sibling classes and ontology levels. 

Total weight of 

similarity  

 Total weight of similarity in the ontology is 

equally balanced across parent, child and 

sibling classes. 

Parameter  

Total number of 

input terms 

(Options were 

100, 200, 300 

and 400) 

- Final clustering performance and the 

correctness of ontology structure 

decrease when the numbers of inputs 

increase. 

- The correctness of ontology structure 

improves as the number of inputs increases. 

- Final clustering result deteriorates as the 

numbers of inputs are increased, but the rate 

of deterioration is low in comparison with 

that of the previous approach. 
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Table 5.3  Experimental values for q� and q� 

Machine filter 

 

Weight 1 Weight 2 Weight 3 Weight 4 �� �� �� �� �� �� �� �� 

Siblings 0.95 0.05 0.9 0.1 0.87 0.13 0.82 0.18 

Parent–Child 0.85 0.15 0.8 0.2 0.78 0.22 0.75 0.25 

Near-

Descendants 

0.8 0.2 0.78 0.22 0.75 0.25 0.73 0.27 

Shared-Ancestor 0.7 0.3 0.65 0.35 0.62 0.38 0.6 0.4 

Far-Descendants 0.65 0.35 0.62 0.38 0.6 0.4 0.57 0.43 

 

5.1.2.4. Evaluation of Web-service clustering 

 

     Five different domains were considered, namely Vehicle, Medical, Film, Food and 

Book. Performance evaluation of clustering results involved purity, entropy, precision, 

recall and F-measure in a comparison with previous approaches. We compared an 

edge-count-based method, an HTS approach that used ontology learning [17], a CAS 

approach that used machine learning [19] and our new approach, which uses 

specificity-based ontology learning. 

     Table 5.4 gives the experimental results, comparing precision, recall and F-

measure values. From these clustering results, the best cluster performance was 

achieved by our new approach, which placed services correctly for more of the 

clusters than did the other methods. Our new approach offered improvements in the 

average precision values of 21.46%, 1.56% and 6.03%, the average recall values of 

28.38%, 1.38% and 0.94 %, and the average F-measure values of 26.45%, 1.73% and 

3.57%, over those for the edge-count-based, HTS and CAS methods, respectively. In 

fact, all results for the new approach exceed 84%. 

     Based on these clustering results, we can note that extracting features from WSDL 

documents alone is insufficient to identify the correct cluster for some terms. 

     Figure 5.4(a) and Figure 5.4(b) show the variation in purity and entropy values, 

respectively, as the number of Web services increases from 100 to 400. As the number 

of Web services increases, our approach gives increasingly better results than previous 

approaches in terms of purity decrease and entropy increase. From these results, the 

new approach gives better accuracy for a high number of inputs. In addition, our new 

approach gave lower entropy and higher purity values throughout, with the  rate of 

purity-value decrease and the rate of entropy-value increase both being smaller. This 
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comparative study of alternative approaches supports the validity of the proposed 

approach. 

 

Table 5.4  Performance measures for clusters using precision, recall and F-measure 

 

 

Figure 5.4 Cluster performance of new and existing approaches 

Cluster 

 

Edge-Count-Based (Using 

WordNet) (%) 

HTS Approach 

(%) 

Precision Recall F-Measure Precision Recall F-Measure 

Vehicle 56.00 80.90 66.20 81.60 94.80 87.70 

Medical 100.00 70.00 82.40 100.00 83.10 90.80 

Food 55.00 60.00 57.40 96.00 91.30 93.60 

Book 67.10 61.30 64.10 86.70 100.00 92.90 

Film 77.70 50.00 60.80 91.00 88.00 89.50 

 

Average 

 

71.16 

 

64.44 

 

66.18 

 

91.06 

 

91.44 

 

90.90 

Cluster 
 

CAS Approach 

(%) 

New Approach 

(%) 
Precision Recall F-Measure Recall Precision F-Measure 

Vehicle 89.47 89.47 89.47 

 

90.80 

 

91.86 

 

91.33 

Medical 88.10 100.00 93.6       93.67 

 

94.64 

 

84.13 

 

89.08 

Food 85.71 93.10 89.26 

 

92.86 

 

96.30 

 

94.55 

Book 82.14 92.00 86.79 

 

90.59 

 

96.25 

 

93.33 

Film 87.50 84.85 86.15 

 

94.20 

 

95.59 

 

94.89 

 

Average 

 

86.59 

 

91.89 

 

89.07 

 

92.62 

 

92.82 

 

92.63 
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5.2 Experiments and Evaluations on Web Service 

Recommendation Process 

 

     In the recommendation process, we first collect input data as the user-service 

rating preference, which includes each user’s invoking history to available Web 

services. As a user-service dataset, we simulated 200 users’ ratings using 400 real Web 

services. We extracted five Web service features from the services dataset, including 

real-world Web service repositories and the OWL-S 

(http://projects.semwebcentral.org/projects/owls-tc/) test collection dataset for the 

WSDL documents related to the five domains.  

     Although we used real Web services data, it was difficult to obtain real 

recommendation data for those Web services. We therefore had to use a simulated 

dataset by generating data using some method. There are some existing approaches 

that are used to simulate data [81]–[83] and there are some existing methods for 

generating data such as Gaussian random number generators (GRNG) [84], [85] and 

scale-free network theory [86], which propose a method to generate a large dataset 

using neighborhood data nodes. They generate a large dataset using a small dataset 

based on each service node relationship. However, service recommendation is not the 

area of scale-free network theory and, usually, recommendation and sparsity follow 

the GRNG. So, we chose a GRNG and then confirmed its correctness through 

evaluation by taking the same result compared with the simple manually generated 

dataset. When generating the numbers, we used a GRNG for two situations. 

(i) To select rated and nonrated services, random numbers are generated as a binary 

option. It helps to create a space matrix. 

(ii) Then, random numbers are generated to assign ratings for the above-selected rated 

services in the range of 1 to 5. 

      The GRNG is described in equation (5.7). Here « is the mean, ¬ is the standard 

deviation, and ¬� is the variance. 

 

                                        ��N� � 1
√2®¬� N� ¯−(N − «)�

2¬� °                                               �5.7) 
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     Evaluation was carried out based on the ontology-based clustering and on the 

sparsity-alleviating methods using MAE and RMSE. We also used different sparsity 

levels, such as 85%, 70%, and 55% by varying the data density from 15% to 45%. 

 

                  ��)I�K�j �R� � 2OJ±I  � 2 "���K�K# I)�K"!�2OJ±I  � )�� � ��K±� I)�K"!�                           �5.8) 

 

     MAE measures the deviation of predictions generated by the recommender system 

from the existing rating values invoked by the user. RMSE is the square root of the 

average of squared differences between prediction and actual observation. Smaller 

values of MAE and RMSE indicate a better prediction result. These two criteria can 

be expressed as equations (5.9) and (5.10): 

 

                                                MYc � 12  e |I?,� − �?,�| C
�¨�                                                 �5.9� 

 

                                          ¥M�c � ²12  eZI?,� − �?,�[�C

�¨�
                                            �5.10) 

      

where I?,� and �?,� denote the existing rating value invoked by user u on Web service 

s and the predicted rating value of user u on Web service s, respectively. N is the 

number of predicted values. 

 

5.2.1. Evaluation based on specificity-aware ontology-based 

clustering 

 

     We measured the recommendation performance by changing different parameters 

of the ontology generation procedure. This showed that recommendation performance 

has a positive correlation with the clustering results. 
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     Figure 5.5 Evaluation based on different ontology generation parameters 

 

     The self-specificity calculation depends on the α value (see equation (3.6)) and we 

varied α from 0.8 to 1.2. Figure 5.5(a) and Figure 5.5(b) show that the lowest MAE 

and RMSE values occurred when α = 1.  

      Then, we changed the β value in the hybrid specificity calculation (see equation 

(3.9)) from 0.5 to 0.9. Figure 5.5(c) and Figure 5.5(d) show that the lowest MAE and 

RMSE values occurred when β = 0.7. This demonstrates that self-specificity provides 

the main contribution to hybrid specificity compared with context specificity.  

      Then, we checked the effect of the ɤ value (see equation (3.14)) when combining 

the domain-specificity weight and the similarity weight to ascertain the optimal 

ontology hierarchy. The best performance was obtained when ɤ = 0.4 within the range 

0.3 to 0.7 (Figure 5.5(e) and Figure 5.5(f)).  
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Figure 5.6 Evaluation based on different ontology generation parameters and 

ontology generation steps 

 

   When calculating the domain-specificity weight (see equation (3.10)), we should 

assign a direct value if no sibling terms are contained in the new term. That value was 

selected as 0.5 by experimentation in the range from 0.4 to 0.7 (Figure 5.6(a) and 

Figure 5.6(b)).  

      Then, to check how the Google extracted terms affected the recommendation 

performance, we performed the experiments shown in Figure 5.6(c). We established 

that adding more domain-related terms helped to improve the performance.  

     Then, we checked the performance by changing the target area by adding a new 

term to the existing ontology. We used Target area-1, which ranged from  �����3<p� 

– 0.1 to �����3<p� + 0.1 and Target area-2, which ranged from  �����3<p� – 0.3 to �����3<p� + 0.3. Target area-2 showed the lowest error rate as shown in Figure 
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5.6(d). It can be seen that expanding the target area provided more opportunities to 

select the best node but it reason for the computation time for the program.  

      Finally, evaluation was conducted by changing the number of clusters in the 

agglomerative clustering algorithm from three to seven. The lowest error rate 

occurred with the number of clusters set at five (Figure 5.6(e) and Figure 5.6(f)). 

 

5.2.2. Evaluation based on sparsity-alleviating methods 

 

     Rather than applying clustering methods, some existing approaches for sparsity 

alleviation can be applied, for example, the association retrieval method [29] and the 

binary method (through assigning 0/1) [35].  

      (i) In the association retrieval method, the sparsity problem was managed 

successfully and a new CF algorithm was proposed to improve recommendation 

performance. The transitive associations based on the user’s feedback data were 

examined. A direct similarity and an indirect similarity between users were proposed 

and the similarity matrix was calculated through the relative distance between the 

users’ ratings. To obtain the recommendation matrix, the association retrieval 

approach and the direct similarity matrix were combined and the sparsity problem was 

thereby managed with increasing recommendation precision. 

      (ii) The binary method proposed a simplified similarity measure (SSM) for CF 

recommendation to handle the sparsity problem. By converting the value of the user-

item matrix into a binary preference value, similar groups of users were found and an 

SSM was proposed for speeding up the process for the sparsity problem. The so-

called binary preference value means the feedback rating is greater than the average 

feedback level. 

      We compared those methods as shown in Figure 5.7(a). According to the results, 

our clustering approach showed better performance with the lowest MAE and RMSE 

values. It seems that the clustering approach can successfully identify the user 

preference than the above existing approaches. Clustering result can identify the 

domain of each service successfully than identifying an association between users. 

And also clustering result give higher accuracy than considering the binary 

preference. 
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Figure 5.7 Evaluation based on sparsity-alleviating methods 

 

     We then checked which clustering approach was best for sparsity alleviation. As 

shown in Figure 5.7(b) and Figure 5.7(c), we verified this without using clustering, 

using the CAS clustering method, using the HTS clustering method, and with our 

proposed clustering method, while changing the agglomerative clustering and k-

means clustering. According to the results, our proposed approach with agglomerative 

clustering showed the lowest error rate. Finally, we conducted evaluation to ascertain 

the suitable value for assigning the 0 nonrated values in the matrix to increase the data 

matrix density. We evaluated this by assigning an average value of the user ratings in 

the specific cluster that the user had previously invoked, that is, the median value of 

the ratings (2.5) from the ratings range of 1–5, and by assigning a random value using 

a Gaussian distribution random number generator. As shown in Figure 5.7(d), the 

lowest error rate was given for Gaussian distribution.  

     According to the experimental results, the proposed approach shows better 

performance in not only the sparsity problem but also in the cold-start problem. When 

we are adding new Web services to the system, we don’t have any user rating 

information related to them. But by applying the clustering process, we identified those 

services related domain cluster and alleviate the user ratings based on its domain and 

continue the recommendation process. So, we can successfully overcome the item-

based cold-start problem through this. 
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    Here, if contain only very few numbers (less than 5) of ratings from a user, we 

consider it as user-based cold start problem. By considering the available ratings' related 

domains we alleviate the sparsity and continue the recommendation. Using this process 

we can successfully overcome the user-based cold-start problem. 
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Chapter 6  Conclusion and Future work 

We have first proposed a new domain-specificity-based ontology-generation 

method, with Web-service clustering being achieved via similarity calculations based 

on the generated ontology relationships. New machine filters are proposed for the 

similarity calculations that compare ontology relationships. This new approach is 

expected to help improve the clustering performance of Web services. 

      The new approach takes advantage of the information in specific terms instead of 

relying on more-general terms. Specific terms are more significant than general terms 

when classifying domain-related information. Previous approaches have focused on 

general terms and have not taken advantage of specific terms. Our measurements of 

specificity values showed that we could achieve high accuracy. Furthermore, 

according to our experimental results, our new information-theory-based approach 

gave improved validity and accuracy when compared with previous methods such as 

the edge-count-based, HTS and CAS approaches. We achieved superior clustering 

results in terms of precision, recall, F-measure, entropy and purity. 

      We then proposed a Web service recommendation approach using our novel 

clustering approach. The performance of existing Web service recommendation 

approaches is lacking due to the data sparsity and cold-start limitations. Our main 

objective here was to improve recommendation quality even if we lacked information 

about user-service ratings. We proposed to deal with these problems by applying a 

novel clustering approach based on domain specificity and it was used to improve the 

density of the user-service matrix. This clustering approach could successfully 

alleviate the sparsity problem and then the service user similarity was measured using 

PCC. Finally, new rating values were predicted using the updated user-service matrix 

and calculated PCC values, with the recommendation based on the predicted rating 

values. Our experimental results verify that our approach successfully eliminated the 

data sparsity and cold-start problems and significantly improved the prediction 

accuracy with the best recommendation performance.  

     In our future research, We hope to be able to investigate other significant aspects of 

service discovery and recommendation. We aim to apply deep learning-based methods 

to Web service recommendation and consider other CF problems, such as scalability, 

synonymy, and shilling attack. 
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